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4n l9ll. a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish atl
<J *ajor Methodist university in Texas. More than ó00 acres of open prairie and
$300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and
it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's sup-
port, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It
remains the centerpiece and symbol of
SMU. When the University opened
in I915, it consisted of two build-
ings, 70ó students, a 35-mem-
ber faculty, and total assets
of $ó3ó,540. The original schools
of SMU were the College of Arts and
Sciences, the School of Theology, and the School of Music.
SMU is owned by the South Central jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church.
The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not
necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian
in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.
SMU also has maintained a strong partnership with Dallas and has given special
consideration to ârea needs in the development of academic programs. In the 1920s, the
first business curriculum was offered in response to a reqLrest by the Dallas Chamber of
Commerce; the Dallas Bar Association supported establishment of the law school, and a
forerunner of the engineering school was established with encourâgement from the
Dallas Technical Club.
After struggling through its early years and the Depression of the I930s, SMU
experienced a surge of growth after World War II. From the late 1940s to the end of the
I960s, more than half of the current buildings on campus were constructed. SMU's
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academic stature took on a new dimension when the first Ph.D. programs were instituted
in 1957.
Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through
Dedman College 
- 
the college of humanities and sciences 
- 
and five schools: Meadows
School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, School of Engineering, Perkins
School of Theology, and Dedman School of Law.
The University offers more than 125 undergraduate majors) Master's degrees in nearly
I00 areas, professional degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 21, fields, and seven
certificate programs.
Enrollment for the 2003-2004 academic year was ll,ló1, including 6,299 und,er-
graduate students and 4,862 graduate and professional school students. SMU students
come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia , and 92 countries. About 79 .4 percent
of first-year students received some form of financial âssistance for 2003-2004. About 20
percent of the student body are minorities1, 62.2 percent of undergraduates and 31.8
percent of graduate students report religious affiliation; 26.5 percent are Methodist,2l.4
are Roman Catholic. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denomi-
nations and other religions, including ludaism, Buddhism, and Islam.
In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more
directly for their life's work, the
University strives to enhance
their social, moral, intellectual,
and religious development so
that they may lead worthy lives
as individuals and citizens of the
nation and of the world.
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THE ACADBMIC PROCESSION A.ND REGALIA
CTh, academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of thet(-rf Uniu.r.iry symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern Ameri-
can university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe - chief
among them Bologna, Paris, and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the
Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church
in their official public functions.
The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the
Board ofTrustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is
borne by the president ofthe Faculty Senate. Though the order ofthe procession varies
from university to university, at Southern Methodist University it proceeds from the chief
marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the presi-
dent, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.
The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are
variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in
America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the
customary clerical black from which all originated). The Bachelor's gown is a simple robe
falling in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long
pointed sleeves. Master's gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve
through a slit at the wrist (replacing a former slit at the elbow). In most cases) the Doctor's
gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck, and by three bars of
the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other
gowns and may be ornamented in color. Faculty colors are occasionally seen in
the sleeve bars and paneling
The caps, too) vary according to the customs of the university
from which the wearer received a degree. While most American
universities adopted the "mortarboard" style of Oxford, others have
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chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the
cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field
of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons hold-
ing doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions
are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread. Such tassels are
usually sewn in place. It is common practice, although not universal, that a cer-
emony is rnade of moving the tassel from the right to the left side of the cap at
the moment the degree is awarded.
Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one
universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer's back. Originally,
it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks. Nowadays, the hood through length
and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that
granted the degree. The Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctor's hoods are 3 feet, 3r/rfeet,
and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is 2,3, and 5 inches
wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows:



















Purple. The lining of the hood 
- 
that portion most visible from the rear 
-
indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU's hood lining, for example, is blue
with red chevron.
Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its
educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.
Thomas R.Atp, Associate Professor of English







English Folh Song Søite
Second. Suite iø E fl.øt
FANFARE
PROCESSIONAL*
"March" îrom Second. Søite in F
"March" îrom Symphon ic Metømorph osis
"Earle of Oxford's March" frorr' The Williøm Byrd' Søite
"Elsa's Procession to the Cathedral" from Lohengrin






Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University, Presiding
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates for Advanced Degrees
Senior Class Executive Council
Class of 1954
ErneùtøsFactlty of the University
Faculties of the University
President of the Senior Class
President of the Students' Association
President of the Alumni Association
Registrar of the University
Retiring Faculty of the University
Deans of the University
Officers of the Universiry
Candidates for llonorary Degrees
Trustees of the University
President's Party
INVOCÄÏION
William M. Finnin, ]r., Chaplain and Preacher to the University
*The øødience remøins seøted d.uring the processionøL.














John Stafford Smith and Francis Scom Key









R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
President Turner
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Antonio O. Garza,lr., U.S. Ambassador to Mexico
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Refrøin frorn ø.þplø.Øse il.ntil ø.ll cønd.id.øtes høye been presentød..
Doctor of llumane Letters: Peter Robert Lamont Brown
Presented by Jeremy Du Quesnay Adams, Professor of History
Doctor of Divinity: Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza
Presented by Marjorie Procter-Smith, LeVan Professor of Preaching and Worship
Doctor of Science: Thomas Lyle Martin, Jr.
Presented by Stephen Szygenda, Dean ofSchool ofEngineering
SPECIAL MUSIC
Festire Ouerttøe Dmitri Shostakovich
Meadows Wind Ensemble
MEADOWS WIND ENSEMBLE
The Meadows Wind Ensemble is a concert band of flexible proportions composed of the
University's finest winds, brass, and percussion. The Ensemble performs a broad and diverse
range of literature and regularly augments its instrumentation to include strings in order to
access the repertory of the modern chamber orchestra. Frequent collaborations with the
Meadows Dance Company have further broadened the artistic range of the Ensemble. The
Meadows wind Ensemble has performed throughout the united states and Europe, and
has been broadcast by the BBC in London and numerous national radio stations around the
world. The Ensemble records on Gasparo Records.
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CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrøin from ø.pþlø.l,tse øntil øll cønd'itløtes høve been presented'.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Hooded by |asper Neel, Dean of Dedman College
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of School of Engineering
Candidates for Professional Degrees
Presented by |ohn B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Candidates for Master's Degrees
Presented by Carole Brandt, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
|asper Neel, Dean of Dedman College
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of School of Engineering
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Presented by Carole Brandt, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W Niemi, jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College




Oh we see the Varsity,
Varsity, Varsity,
As she towers o'er the hill
Over there .
And our hearts are filled with jo¡
SMU, SMU
Alma Mater we'll be true
Forever!




Eøster Mond.øy on the White fIoøse Løwn
Wøshington Post Mørch






¡( ames O. Breeden, professor of history in Dedman College, came to SMU in 1969 after
ð receiving B.A. and M.A. degrees from the University ofVirginia and a Ph.D. from Tulane
University. A nationally recognized scholar of science and medicine in the South, he has written
several books and more than 30 scholarly articles. IIe served as chair of the Clements Department
of History from 1997 to 2001 . Known for his love of teaching and interacting with his students,
Professor Breeden was recognized with numerous campus honors: the M Award, five Rotunda
Outstanding Faculty Teaching Awards, and two Willis M. Tate Awards from the Students'
Association. lle was nvice named a HOPE (Honoring Our Professors' Excellence) Professor.
In 1990 he received special recognition when the Harold F. and Suzanne D. Falk Foundation
named an undergraduate scholarship in his honor. He will retire as professor emeritøs of history.
O.T. H¡ncn¡w
T. Ilargrave, associate professor of history in Dedman College, came to SMU in 1967.
He received his B.A. and M.A. degrees from Trinity University and B.D. and Ph.D. degrees
from Vanderbilt University. Initially he taught history at SMU and engaged in research and
writing on the English Reformation. As he assumed administrative responsibilities, he taught
mainly in the Evening Division and the Master of Liberal Arts program. Professor Hargrave's
teaching and service were recognized with a Rotunda Outstanding Faculty Teaching Award
and the M Award. From 1982 until his retirement, he served as associate dean for Student
Academic A,ffairs, overseeing the structural implementation of the General Education curricula.
Under his le adership, the SMU Advising Center became a model for other universities nationwide.
One of his greatest contributions was to shepherd the University through the implementation
of PeopleSoft on campus. He will retire as professor emeritøs of history.
LoNNr¡ D. Klrrv¡¡.
(ò onnie D. Kliever, professor of religious studies in Dedman College, earned a B.A. degree
cl.,, from Hardin-Simmons University, an M.Div. from Union Theological Seminary in New
York, and a Ph.D. degree from Duke Universiry. After joining SMU's Department of Religious
Studies in1975, he served two terms as department chair, from1975 to 1986 and from 1993
to 1999. Professor Kliever published four books on theological and ethical subjects and also
wrote numerous articles and op-ed pieces. IIe served on many University committees, including
the Athletic Council, and belonged to several regional and national committees of the American
Academy of Religion. His outstanding service, teaching, and scholarship were recognized
with three of SMU's highest honors: the M Award, the Rotunda Outstanding Faculty Teaching




(þaú F. Packman, professor of mechanical engineering in the School of Engineering, earned
ol tris B.S. degree from Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and A¡t in New York
and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from Syracuse University. He joined SMU in 1978 as professor
and chair of the Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, which he chaired until
198ó. Focusing his teaching and research on material science and fracture mechanics, Professor
Packman developed courses involving innovative approaches and projects. In recent years, he
directed senior students in designing devices for the disabled and producing working prototypes
to be used by people with disabilities. A leading expert in metallurgical failure analysis, Professor
Packman is internationally known for his work in forensic engineering and investigation of
disasters such as airplane crashes. He will retire as professor emeritøs of mechanical engineering.
ZoÉ Un¡¡Nsr
Çoë Urbanek, assistant professor of French in Declman College, came to SMU in 195ó. She
o1)earned a B.A. clegree ât Mount Holyoke College, studied at the University of Besançon in
France, and earned an M.A. at Northwestern University. She served several times as chair of
SMU's French area and directed the University's study programs in Paris and Dijon. She was
at the forefront ofseveral curricular innovations, including the Liberal Studies sequence, Core
curriculum, and Women's Srudies program. Professor Urbanek served on the Executive Committee
of the Women's Faculty Caucus and âs chair of the Commission on the Status ofWomen. Her
principal research field was lóth- and lTth-century French literature, and she produced numerous
conference papers on French women writers. As a prominent member and former president of
the Faculty Club, she helped make the Club an important part of the collegial life of the
University. She will retire as professor emeritø of French.
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CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Prrsn Ro¡enr L¡uour Bnor"x, Doctor of F{umane Letters
¡þeter Robert Lamont Brown, historian, not only has enabled us to understand the voices of
<J late Antique and early medieval philosophical polytheism, Christianiry Manicheism, and
early Islam, he also has enabled the voices of tlose distant eras and very different cultures to
speak to us in ways that we can understand. Brown has performed this delicate and immensely
demanding task with unique distinction: at Oxford, where he was chosen at â young age to be a
Fellow of All Souls College; at Royal Holloway College of the Universiry of London; at the
University of California-Berkeley; and for the past ló years at Princeton, where he is the Rollins
Professor of History. In addition to numerous articles, Peter Brown has written more than a
dozen books, several ofthem milestones ofhistorical thought and the irtegration ofaspects ofa
culture usually studied in artifìcial separation. Among the best known are Aøgøstine of llippo: A
Bibliogrøphy, The Cub of the Søints: Its Rise ønd. Fønction in Løtin Christiønity, and The Rise of
Western Chriçend,orn. Brown's work clearly demonstrates what sustainecl and honest sensitivity
can accomplish in shattering our bonds of time and space. If anyone embodies the humanities in
the living generations of creative scholars today, it is this master of many tongues and modalities
of human experience . For his monumental, stimulating, and wide-ranging corpus of scholarship,
Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Peter Robert Lamont Brown the
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris cøøsø.
Elrs¡.nBrn Scuûsslr¡. FroruNzA, Doctor of Divinity
Ç lisabeth Schüssle r Fiorenza, writer, educator, and scholar, is best known for her groundbreaking(9 UooL, In Mtmory of IIer: A Feruinist Theologicøl Reconstraction of Christiøn Origins (1983),
a work that challenged all previous assumptions about the character of earliest Christian histor¡
laid the founclations for feminist biblical scholarship, and has become an internationally recog-
nized classic text in feminist theology, translated into twelve languages. F{er work in biblical
scholarship always pushes us beyond the standard boundaries ofbiblical interpretation to show
its interconnections with politics, rhetoric, epistemology, and education. She is the co-founder
ancl editor of the Joørnøl of Feminist Stød.ies in Religion, and was the first woman to be elected
resident of the Society of Biblical Literature . For her refusal ever to settle for the easy answer, for
her unwavering insistence on the interrelationship ofoppressions, for her unrelenting challenge
to the churches to take women seriously, for her willingness to take the kind of academic risks
that continue to open new ways of understanding the complex religious, social, and political
worlds in which we l-ive, SMU is honored to confer upon Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza the degree
of Doctor of Diviniry. honoris cøusø.
Tnouas Lvt-n MarrrN, Jn., Doctor of Science
Cf homas Lyle Martin, |r., university president, engineer, and educator, played a pivotal role
c-l in transforming the SMU School of Engineering and leading it to national prominence .
During his tenure as Dean of the SMU Institute of Technology, engineering education and
research funding increased signifìcantly. A pioneer in distance education, he was responsible ft¡r
cre ating The Association for Graduate Eclucation and Research in North Texas, known as TAGE\
which provided live telecasts of courses to Dallas-FortWorth industries and corporations. IIe
II
f--
has served as president of the Illinois Institute of Technology, on the Board of Directors of many
corporations, and chaired the National Research Council's Committee on Minorities in Engi-
neering. An expert on radioactive ionizers, he has authored seven books and holds three patents.
Martin is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, a Fellow of the Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineers, and a Hall of Fame member of the American Society for Engi-
neering Education, and his civic achievements include serving as one of the founders of the
Dallas-Fort Worth lnternational Airport. For his contributions to SMU, to the growth of engi-
neering and scientific education in North Texas, and to the advancement of highel education
¡ationally, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Thomas Lyle Martin, Jr.
the degree of Doctor of Science, honoris cøtt'sø.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
ANroNro O. "ToNv" Ganz.t, Jn.
CÌ'he career of Tony Garza ('83) has been a series of firsts. In November 2002he became the
J yoo,rg.r, 
"-bassaclo, 
to Mexico, the United States' second-largest trading partner after
Canada. "As someone who grew up along the border, I came to understand long ago that the
destinies of Mexico and the United States are forever linked," he said in an interview soon
after becoming ambassador. "Our rwo nations have great challenges ând opportunities ahead
of us in numerous aspects of the relationship, such as trade, the environment, the fight against
crime , security and, of course, migration." In 1998 he became the fìrst Hispanic Republican in
Texas history elected to the Railroad Commission and soon became its chairman. Previously a
partner ir the law firm of Bracewell & Patterson, in 1994 Tony Garza was appointed Texas'
Secretary of State and senior adviser by then Governor-elect George W. Bush. In addition,
when Mr. Garza was elected county judge in Cameron County, the highest elective office in
the county, he became the first Republican elected to countywide office in traditionally Demo-
cradc South Texas. Ambassador Garza, a Dedman School of Law graduate, received the School's
2001 Distinguished Alumnus Award and the Outstanding Young Texas Exes Award in 1989
from the University of Texas at Austin. Hispønic Bøsiness Møgøzinehas twice named him one
of its "Top 100 Most Influential Flispanics."
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MAY I5,2OO4 CANDIDATES FORDEGREES
IN Dsou¡N CorI-scs or Hu¡¡¡NrrrEs AND ScrsNcns
Robert Van Kemper, Marshal
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Ben Hill Passmole IV .....,....................... Anthropology
B.4., University of Texas, El Paso
M.4., New Mexico State University
Dissertation: "Práce: Social Capital and the Work-
place in the Late Transition Czech Republic"
Adviser: Caroline B. Brettell
Jakovs B. Itkins.................. Economics
8.S., Latvian University, Latvia
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Essays on the Term Structures of
Discount Bonds and Commodity Futures"
Adviser: Nathan Balke
Limin Lin Economics
8.A., Beijing Foreign Studies University, China
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Structural Change Analysis and
Forecasting of Time Series Data in Three
Empirical Applications"
Adviser: Thomas B. Fomby
Vasudha Rangaprasad .................. Economics
8.,{., M.4., Univelsity of Madras, India
M.A.., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Essays on the Determinants of
School Quality and Student Achievement"
Adviser: Daniel Millimet
Yoshitsugu Kobayashi .........Geology
8.S.. University of Wyoming
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation:'Asian Ornithomimosaurs"
Adviser: Louis L. Jacobs
Rongmao Zhou .................... Geology
B.S., Peking University, China
M.S., University of Science & Technology
Beijing, China
Dissertation: "Intermediâte Period Surface Waves
from Mining Explosions for Crustal Structure
and Source Studies-Application in the Western
USA and Northeast China"
Adviser: Brian William Stump
Bethany Dawn Rinard................................. Geophysics
8.S., M.S., Baylor University
Dissertation: "Structure of Kilauea's Southwest
Rift Zone and western South Flank Defined by
Relocated Earthquakes"
Adviser: Eugene T. Henin
David Paul Halleen ........................... Religious Studies
8.4., Sioux Falls College
M.Div., North American Baptist Seminary
Dissertation: "The Role of Religious Speech in
Public Discourse: An Examination of Contempo-
rary Theories Through Analyzing the Religious
Speech of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Ralph Reed"
Adviser: Robin W Lovin
Jason E. Vickers .... Religious Studies
8.4., Trevecca Nazarene College
M.Div., Nazarene Theological Seminary
Dissertation: "The Trinity and the Rule of Faith in the
Early Church and Seventeenth-Century England"
Adviser: William J. Abraham
John David Williams......................... Religious Studies
8.4., Austin College
M.Div., Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Dissertation: "Between the Labyrinth and the
Abyss: Presbyterians and Schism, 1837-1861"
Adviser: James E. Kirby
Jeffrey Scott Spence ........................ Statistical Science
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: 'A Spatial Analysis of SPECT Brain
Imaging Data: Optimal Prediction in Regions of
Interest"
Adviser: Richard F. Gunst
Remus Marius Ciobotaru ...... Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., M.S.M.E., Universitatea of Galati, Romania
Dissertation: "Free Surface FÌuid Interactions with
Moving Solids"
Adviser: Peter E. Raad
Vasfi Gunhan Kaytaz ............ Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., M.S.M.E., Istanbul Technical Univenity,
Turkey
Dissertation: 'A New Simulation Model of Electro-
Thermal Degradation for MOSFET Devices
Subjected to Hot Canier Injection Stress"
Adviser: Peter E. Raad
IN Scnoor oF ENcTNEERTNc
Robert Van Kempeg Marshal
Degree of Doctor of Philosopby
Ali Akbar Menikh ................ Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., M.S.M.E., Eastern Mediterranean
University, Cyprus
Dissertation: "Convection-Diffusion Analysis of
Gas Transport in a Pulmonary Capillary"
Adviser: José L. Lage
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Degree of Doctor of Engineering
Saib Khair Jarrar Engineering Management
B.S.E.E., Technion Israel Institute of Technology,
Israel
M.S., American University
Dissertation: "Formulation and Evaluation of Opti-
mization Models for MPLS Traffic Engineering
with QOS Requirements"
Adviser: Richard S. Barr
IN Dnru¡N Scsool oF LAw
Thomas Wm. Mayo, Marshal
Degree of Jaris Doctotn
Michael Charles Aguilar




B.B.A., Abilene Christian University
Ashley Wilks Anderson
8.4., Arizona State University
Richard W- Anderson III
8.A., University of Southern California
Carolyn J. Ates
8.S., M.S., Texas A&M University, Commerce
Russ Alan Baker
8.S., Texas Christian University
Katherine Blair Bandy
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Ryan Lee Bangert
8.A., Oral Roberts University
Jessica Ann Barber
8.4., Michigan State University
Charles Christopher Barnett
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Melanie Lee Bartlett




B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Brandon Y Bell






8.S., M.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Stacy Leigh Blakeley
B.4., University of North Texas
Jason Patrick Bloom
8.A., Southem Methodist University
Damon Marshall Boatner
8.4., Southwest Texas State University
Benjamin Henry Bodzy






8.4., University of North Texas
Brennon D. Brady
B.A., Texas Tech University
Jennifer Irene Robillard Brock-Utne
8.S., University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Eugene Aycock Brooker, Jr.
8.S., Texas A&M University
Rebekah Steely Brooker




8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
David Brack Bryant
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
Greg Anthony Burmeister
8.4., Southem Methodist University
S. Wesley Butler
8.4.. University of Virginia
Shannon Holden Cahalan
B.F.A., University of Texas, Austin
Agatha Gabriela Calide




8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Jason R. Cassady




8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Dimitri George Charalambopoulos
8.4., Southem Methodist University
R. Andrew Chereck
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Alan Woon-Meng Chew
B.B.A., M.PA., University of Texas, Austin
Delena Yao-Hua Choong
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Christopher Ian Claassen
8.4., Oklahoma Christian University of Science
& Arts
Townley Paige Clardy




B.4., University of Texas, Austin
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Scott Adarn Colley
4.8., William Jewell College
James Houston Collins
8.4.. University of Mississippi
David Whitney Combs
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Charles W. Cottlell




8.4., Texas Christian University
Thomas Howell Cox
8.A., Southern Methodist University
Russell Jon Crain
8.S., Univelsity of Texas, Austin
Jason Christopher Cross




8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
Ellen Lynn Daniel






8.S., Carnegie Mellon University
Andrew Ingram Doyle
8.4., University of Virginia
Heathel Michelle Drake
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Melissa Kay DuBose
B.B.A., University of the Incarnate Word
Matthew L. Dunn
8.4., University of Texas, Tller
Debra S. Weisenbach Edmondson
8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
Yolanda D. Eisenstein
8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
Scott Fielding Ellis
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Elke Britt Esbjornson
8.S., Trinity University
Maria Angelica Espinosa Sanchez
LL.B., Univelsidad de Los Andes, Columbia
LL.M., Southern Methodist University
Martin D. Estes
B.4., University of Oklahoma, Norman
MaryBeth Eyrich
B.4., University of Pennsylvania
Christophel Michael Farish
8.4., University of North Texas
Sean Brandon Fierke
8.4., Washington and Lee University
Brian T. Forest
8.4., Tulane University of Louisiana
Robert Davis Forster II






8.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Cynthia Rodriguez Garza




8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Tonya Rebecca Gilley
B.4., University of Texas, Arlington
Kendra Marlene Goodman
8.4., University of ìVisconsin, Madison
Thomas John Graca
8.S., Texas Christian University




B.S., Texas Chr-istian University
Joshua S. Haley
8.4., 8.S., Middle Tennessee State University





B.S., University ofTexas, Tyler
Jennifel Lynne Hardy
8.4., Western Kentucky University
Micah B. Harper
8.A., Tulane University of Louisiana
Nicolyn Harris
8.4., Texas Lutheran University
Amanda Nicole Roisman Harvey
8.4., Southem Methodist University
Anthony M. Haskins
8.S., Oklahoma State Ulìiveßity
Melissa Hatley
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Jacob L. Higgins
B.4., Texas A&M University
Donna G. Hiltenbrand
B.4., University of Memphis
Melissa A. Hoon
8.4., University of Texas, Arlington
Tyron Christian Hoover
8.S., Southern Methodist University
M.D., University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas
William Carter Hopkins




B.S., Texas Tech University
April Michelle Hummert
8.4., University of Texas, Arlington
Sybil Rene Humphrey
B.4., Jacksonville State University
M.4., University of Alabama
Brian Todd Hunt
8.4., University of California, Davis
Jennifel Angelle Hunter
8.4., Southem Methodist University
M. Kristen Hyatt
8.4.. Flolida State University
Ryan C. Idzior
8.4., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Robert Owen Jenkins
8.4., St. Edward's University
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Ktte R. Jett
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
Davicl Scott Johnsorl
8.4., Southeilr Methodist University
Lila Elizabeth Johnson
8.4., Centenary College of Louisiana
Ernily Elaine Jones
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Jennifèr R. Jones
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Tyler Brinton Joues




8.4., University of Texas, Austiti
Glenda Yung-Lung Ke-Chung




8.4., Louisiana Tech University
Rebecca L. Kieschnick
8.4., Univelsity of Texas, Dallas
Katherine Leigh Killingsworth
8.S., Texas A&M University, Connletce
Haeng-Sern Kim
8.4., Ervha Womans University, Korea
LL.M., Southern Methodist University
Yoon K. Kim
8.4., University of Texas, Attstin
Andrerv Fair Kirkendall
8.4., Univelsity of Texas, Austin
Lauren S. Koletar
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Sarah Lynn Korvnacki




8.4., Southern Methodist University
Anne Marie Lai
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Arny J. Lanctot
8.4., University of Texas, Austitt
Glen Floyd Larson
8.4., Univelsity of Texas. Arlington
Chase Phillip Laws
B.B.A.. Southern Methodist University
Al Zachaly Lazarus
8.S., Texas A&M University
Alison Colleen Lebeck
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Emily Catherine Lervis
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Kendra Deanna Link
8.4., University of Missouri, Columbia
John Randolph Lowry
8.4., Pepperdine Univelsity




8.4.. University of Tulsa
Michelle Chumbley Marable
B.B.A., Texas A&M Univet'sity
Richard Branton Martin
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
M.D., University of Texas Southwestern
Meclical Center
Anisha Eufemia Mascarenhas




B.S., Southern Methodist University
Dustin Michael Mauck
8.S., Southern Methodist University
Jessica McCallie
B.4., Abilene Christian University
Kristin Leigh McFetridge
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Jay Phillip McGraw
B.4., University of Texas, Austin
Walter Mclnnis
8.S., Texas Christian Univelsity
Matthew Tholnas McLain
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Willian R. McMains




B.4., University of North Texas
Michael Paul Menton
8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
Matthew C. Meredith
B.B.A.. University ol Mi:rissippi
Brian Christopher Mitchell
8.4.. University of Texas, Austin
Jeffrey S. Moen






8.4., Loyola University, New Ot'leans
Mackenzie Murphy-Wilfong
8.4., University of Oklahorna, Norman
Natâsha Asly Nassar'
8.4., SoutheÍn Methodist University
Robelt Andrerv Navar
8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
JoDee Lee Neil
8.4., Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi
Christopher Bryan Non'is
8.S., Centenary College of Louisiana
Andrew Robert Novak
8.A., Southern Methodist University
Sean Eclward O'Rourke
8.4.. Texas State University
Rodney Bing Obaldo
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Tanya Yara Oliveila






8.4.. Texas Tech University
Joseph Lancaster Parks
8.4., Texas A&M University
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William Bradley Parsons IV
8.S., Brigham Young University
Ryan Darius Partovi
B.4., University of Texas, Austin
Nisha Pramukh Patel
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Insiya Pat\ra
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Tatyana A. Pavlova
B.S.B.A., Washington University
James Anthony Person III








8.S., Texas A&M University
Jared Skillern Pope
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Moha M. Pladhan
B.B.A., M.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Claig James Pritzlaff






8.4., Howard Payne University
Dena Susan Ray
8.S., University of Illinois, Urbana
Melissa E. Reed
8.S.. University of Georgia
Monica Gabriella Ramos Renna
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Matthew John Restrepo
B.4., Tulane University of Louisiana
Blake Betlee Reyna




B.S., Texas Christian University
Brent J. Rodine
8.4., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Jenny Lynn Rogers
8.S., Texas A&M University
Stephen Joseph Romero
8.M., University of North Texas
Adam Ralph Santosuosso
8.S., Washington and Lee University
Lori Ann Schmitt
8.4., 8.S., Harding Univelsity
Tracey Rae Scoggin
8.S., University of North Texas
Heather Bar[era Scott
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Lynton C. Sechrest
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Alison Janet Semrau
8.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Matthew David Seymour
8.J., University of Texas, Austin
Jessica J. Sheedy
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Kenneth F. Sheets
B.4., University of Texas, Arlington
Charles Oliver Shields, Jr'.
B.4., University of Texas, Austin
M.S., Ph.D., University of Texas, Dallas
Candice Marie Shindala
B.B.A., Mississippi State University
Judith Kleca Shoup
8.4., University of Utah
Gerald Craig Simpson
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
M.D., University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center
Brian K. Slack
B.B.A., Texas Tech University
Sidney Davis Smith, Jr.




B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Patrick William Stark
8.4., University of Dallas
Jeffrey C. Staudenmayer
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Cori Cudabac Steinmann
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Katherine H. Stepp
8.4., Chaminade University of Honolulu
Emily Kathleen Stevenson




8.S., Texas A&M University
Jennifer Ashley Sutker
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Anne Dillman Swanson
8.4., University of Virginia
Michael Shea Swanzy
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Selim H. Taherzadeh
B.4., University of Texas, Austin
William D. Taylor
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Donald Scott Thomas III
8.4., University of TeKas, Austin
Mathew L. Thomas
8.4., Oklahoma Baptist University
Scott Cashion Thomas
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Paul Hilman Tibbit
8.S., Texas A&M University
Justin Bryan Tilley
B.4., University of Arkansas
Todd Michael Tippett
8.S., Washington State University
Daniel P. Tobin
8.4., The State University of New Yolk,
University at Buffalo
Daryoush Toofanian
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Lauren Nicole Torenko
B.4., Southem Methodist University
Joshua Keith Trahan







B.B.A., College of William and MarY
Kathleen Marie Turton
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Yvette Ramos Wade
8.A., M.4., Baylor University
Barnett O. Walker, Jr.
8.4., Columbia College
Brent Ryan Walker
8.4., Washington and Lee University
Chad W. Walker
8.4., Miami University, Oxford
Tanya L. Walker
B.S., University of Tennessee, Martin










B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Rachel Carroll Wells
8.4., Texas Tech University
Christina Marie Wemmer





M.S., University of New Mexico
Glegory M. Wilkes






B.B.A., University of North Texas
Mary Jane Zamarripa
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Stefan Alexander Zane
8.S., 8.4., Southern Methodist University
Maqsood Ahmad
LL.B., University of the Punjab, Pakistan
Ph.D., Southern Methodist University
Sayra Cynthia Alcazar Mendoza Estrada
LL.B., La Salle University, Mexico
Andrea Zanini Almeida
LL.B., Catholic University of Goias, Brazil
Rene J. Barrera Cantu
LL.B., University of Monterrey, Mexico
Panjaporn Boonburaphong
LL.B., Thammasat University, Thailand
Reyna E. Buenfil
LL.B., Autonomous University of Yucatan, Mexico
Renee Castro
LL.B., Escuela Libre de Derecho, Mexico
Shanina Jean Contreras Julado
LL.B., Santa Maria La Antigua University,
Panama
Pathkamol Dattibongs
LL.B., Thammasat University, Thailand
Ramy El Boraei
LL.B., Universite Pantheon Sorbonne Paris I,
France
Enrique Francisco Garcia
LL.B., Univenidad Autonoma Nuevo læon, Mexico
Svetlana Goujon
LL.B., University of Cologne, Germany
Youn Shin Hong
LL.B., Ewha Womans University, Korea
M.4., Golden Gate Baptist Theoiogical Seminary
Nathanan Junprateepchai
LL.B., Thammasat University, Thailand
Jai Young Kim
LL.B., Yonsei University, Korea
Chun-Hao Kuo
LL.B., National Taipei University, Taiwan
June Q. Lee
8.4., Ph.D., Konkuk University, Korea
M.B.A.. Uriversity o[ Chicago
LL.B., Korea National Open University, Korea
Degree of Møster of Lørus
(Comparative and Internâtional Law)
Xiaochun Liu
LL.B., Peking University, China
Martha M. Lumatete
LL.B., Moi University, Kenya
Timothy N. Mbeseha
LL.B., University of Yaounde II, Cameroon
Nazli Mohajer
LL.B., Islamic Azad University, Iran
Flavia Lima Munoz
LL.B., Universidade Candido Mendes, Brazil
Marcela Orozco Tobon
LL.B., Pontifical Bolivariana University
Medellin, Columbia
Lusine Ovanessians
LL.B., Russian Law Academy, Russia
Antonio Pena
LL.B., Universidad Panamericana, Mexico
Nodgar E. V Piranian
LL.B., Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
Victoria Eugenia Roa Fernandez
LL.B., Univelsidad de la Sabana, Columbia
Seema Gaur Sharma
LL.B., Aligarh Muslim University, India
Yuxin Shen
LL.B., Fudan University, China
El Hadji Malick Sow
LL.B., Universite Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar,
Senegal
Weiguang Wu
LL.B., Tsinghua University, China
Ning Zhang
LL.B., Peking University, China
Xianling Zhang
LL.B., East China University of Science &
Technology
Syaifudin Zuchri
LL.B., University of Indonesia
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Meaghan Shira Connors ............ Law
8.4., Baylor University
J.D., Southern Methodist University
Michelle Aileen Turner .......................................... Law
B.A., Millsaps College
J.D.. University of Mississippi
Martin Valko .............................. Law
8.S., University of Mary Hardin Baylor
J.D., Oklahoma City University
(Law)
(Taxation)
Brandon Samuel Davenport ........................... Taxation
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
J.D., Baylor University
Brandon James DeCuir.... ... Tâxation
8.S., Xavier University
J.D., Southern University-Baton Rouge
Gordon Tanner Foote II ................ Taxation
8.4., University of Utah
' J.D., Southern Methodist University
Isreal James Miller................. Taxation
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
M.S.. J.D.. Texas Tech Universily
Christopher Lee Moore................ Taxation
8.S.. University of Geolgia
J.D., Georgia State University
James Christopher Morton . Taxation
4.8., Harvard University
J.D., Southern Methodist University
Reiner Hans Velmer Smith . Taxation
B.4., J.D., West Virginia University
Dustin Heath Sparks ............... Taxation
8.S., Oklahoma City University
J.D., Univelsity of Oklahoma, Nolman
Aimee L. Van Winkle........ .. Taxation
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
J.D., Baylor University
Michael Brandon Waddell ............. Taxation
B.B.A., J.D., Baylor University
Michael T. Wilhite, Jr. ........ Taxation
B.B.A., M.B.A., Baylor University
J.D., Texas Wesleyan University
Ki Young Jeong
8.4., M.Th., Methodist Theological Seminary,
Korea
Project: "The Early Methodist Class Meeting and Its
Application to Contemporary Christian Living at
the Korean United Methodist Church of Austin"
Michael L. Mattox
8.4., Hendrix College
M.Div., Saint Paul School of Theology
Project: "The Role of the District Superintendent in
Deepening and Enhancing the Ministry of Super-
vision in The United Methodist Church"
Timothy John Neustifter
B.4., McMurry University
M.T.S., M.Div., Southern Methodist University
Project: "Preaching Toward Spiritual Transformation
Through Financial Giving in the Local Church"
Michael Lawrence Roberts
8.4., University of Central Arkansas
M.Div., Duke University
Project: "Ministry in Color: Relational Dynamics,
Team Building, Systems Theory, and Leadership
Using the Birkman Method"
IN PnnxrNs Scrtoor- oF THEoLocY
Charles M. Wood, Marslml
Degree of Doctor of Ministry
Paixao Baptista
8.D., Africa University, Zimbabwe
M.Div., Southem Methodist University
Project: "Identifying a New Model for Spiritual
Care of the Disabled, Sick, Dying and Bereaved:
An Approach to Interpersonal Pastoral Theology
at Arcadia and Mira Valley Churches in the
Central District, Nebraska Annual Conference of
The United Methodist Church"
Jerry Lee Carpenter
8.S., M.Ed., Lamar University
M.Div., Southem Methodist University
Project: 'Attitudes Toward Contemporary and
Traditional Worship in the Life of a Traditional
and Historic Church in East Texas"
Charley Hames, Jr.
8.4., Chicago State University
M.Div., Garett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Project: 'Awakening the Ministry of Evangelism in
the Life of the Beebe Memorial CME Cathedral
Through the Class Meeting"
Joseph Evan Hamilton
8.4., Louisiana Tech University
M.Div., Asbury Theological Seminary
Project: "The Definition and Implementation of
Evangelism from the First United Methodist
Church of Baker, Louisiana"
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Degree of Møster of Charcb Ministries
Jennifer Ellis Chapman








B.4., University of Maryland, College Park




8.4., Houston Baptist University
Emily Lorraine Blown
8.S., Prairie View A&M University
Glenda Kay Bean Buchanan
8.4., Oklahoma City University
Lysbeth Bond Cockrell
8.4., Northeast Louisiana University
Ed.S., Louisiana State University and A&M
College
M.Ed., Louisiana Tech University
Debra Tyler Coleman




8.4., University of Wisconsin, Madison
J.D., Washington University
Elizabeth Carol DeVore
8.S.. University of Wyoming
William Ernest Denham III
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Kathryn Allen Eason
B.J., University of Texas, Austin
Holly Kristen Ebel
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
M.Ed., Stephen F. Austin State University
Aaron Lee Everett
B.S., Ball State University
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University





8.S., Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Mexico
Scott Elliott Heusel
8.A., Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma City
Jerry L. Johnson
8.A., 8.S., Northeastern State University
Jacqueline Thomas King
8.S., Philadelphia College ofTextiles and Science
M.B.A., Pennsylvania State University
Degree of Møster of Divi.nity
Paul Youngun Kong
8.4., Southwestern Assemblies of God College
Wendy Mae Lambert
M.PT., University of Nebraska Medical Center
Gooil Lee
8.4., Methodist Theological Seminary, Korea
M.Th., Yonsei University, Korea
M. Sue Lykins
B.Ed., University of Central Oklahoma
M.S., Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Paul David McKay
8.A., North Texas State University
Marisa June Everitt McNeil
B.4., University of Texas, Permiau Basin
Kimberly A. Meyers
8.4., University of Texas, Dallas
Pamela Ann Oliver-Lyons
B.S.B.A., Salem State College
Steven Murl Poarch
B.S., Arkansas Tech University
M.S., Tennessee Technological University
Rosario L. Quinones
B.B.A., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras
J.D., Inter American University of Puerto Rico
Suzanne Cox Reedstrom
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
M.S., University of Houston, University Park
Thomas S. Rogers III
8.4., Texas Christian University
David Sanchez
8.4., Seminario Latino Internacional, Panama
Cheryl Elaine Smith
B.S.Ed., University of Houston, University Park
M.4., University of Houston, Clear Lake
Carol Diane Sparks
B.G.S., Northeast Louisiana University
Cory Lewis Sparks
4.8., Columbia University-Columbia College
Ph.D., Louisiana State University and A&M
College
Polly Doreen Standing
B.4., University of Houston, Downtown
Susan Florine Stringer
B.B.A., University of Houston, University Park
Roy P. West, Jr.
8.S., Lamar University
Lisa Beth White
8.S., Sam Houston State University
Helen Michelle Williams
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
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B.S., University of North Texas
Ila M. Kraft
B.S., Valparaiso University
M.L.A., Southern Methodist University
Melody Lynn Kraus
8.4., University of Houston, University Park
Robin Scott Levins
8.4., Mississippi State University
Jennifer Lynne 4lexander................................. English
B.F.A., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Thesis: "Leaving Yesterday"
Jeffiey Todd Brimhall ..... Economics
8.S., Brigham Young University
Teeraboon Cheamchawee ............. Applied Economics
8.4., Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Trevor Creed Collier ............... Economics
8.S., Centre College
Ryan Bradley Dill .................... Psychology
8.4., Brigham Young University
Thesis: "Why Win-Win Negotiations Mây Be Losing:
A BetterApproach to Negotiâtions"
Natalie Jean Hildebrand .. Clinical &
Counseling Psychology
8.4., Southem Methodist University
Thesis: "Paternal Bonding and Child Maltreatment"
Pramote Laosomboon ................... Applied Economics
8.4., Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Katherine Elizabeth Luc ................................... English
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Thesis: 'A Text Divided Against Itself: Desire and
Repression in William Maxwell's The Folded
Leaf'
Malia Virginia Martinez ................................... English
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Heather M. McMinn ........ Clinical &
Counseling Psychology
8.4., Southern Methodist Univelsity
Thesis: '.Assessment of the College Preparatory
Program: 1995-2002"
John Thomas McQuillen Medieval Studies
B.4., University of North Texas
Thesis: "Bridwell Library, MS. 13, 'The Sellers
Hours': The Monographic Study of a Sarum
Use Book of Hours Produced on the Continent
Circa 1330"
Degree of Møster of Theologicø.l StØd.ies
Lowry Minton Manders
B.M.A., B.4., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Fa'anu Mata Ma'o
8.D., Kanana Fou Theological Seminary,
Amelican Samoa
Donald K. Spies
8.4., Case Western Reserve University
John F. Wilson
8.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
M.S., Purdue University
M.S., Drexel University
Ph.D., University of Houston, University Park
Micaela KaiAyn Wood




8.A., M.B.A., University of Dhaka, Bangladesh
Thesis: "Single Family Housing Prices and Owners'
Equivalent Rent: A Cointegration Analysis"
Stephanie Leigh Parra........ Clinical &
Counseling Psychology
B.A., Souther¡ Methodist University
Kimberly Nicole Porter ... Clinical &
Counseling Psychology
8.4., Spelman College
Thesis: "Violence and Forgiveness: The Role of
Avoidance, Revenge, and Benevolence Motivations
in the Perpetuation of Intimate PaÍner Violence"
SaraK.Robertson......................... Clinical&
Counseling Psychology
B.4., Texas A&M University
Eugene Rafael Robinson Applied Economics
8.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Monrak Saengsastra ..................... Economics
8.S., University of North Texas
Dipanwita Sarkar ................ Economics
B.S., University of Calcutta, India
M.4., Jawaharlal Nehru Technology University,
India
Jayanta Sarkar Economics
8.S., University of Calcutta, India
M.4., Jawaharlal Nehru University, India
John David Seebach III .......................... Anthropology
8.4., University of Texas, El Paso
Leila Eugenia Stringer ...................................... English
8.A., Hollins University
M.B.A., American Graduate School of Intema-
tional Management
IN Dnou¡N Cor-LscB oF HuMANITIES AND ScIsNcss
Stephen Shepherd, Mushal
Degree of Møster of Arts
Daisy Yvette Morales-Campos ........
8.4., Saint Mary's University
Samina Munawwîr ..........--............-.
*Degree jointly offered by Perkins School of Theology and Meadows School of the Afts.
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Kangxia Gu ...................................... Statistical Scieuce
8.4., M.S., Shanghai Medical University, China
Roxana Polanco Bilingual Education
Gifted Concentration
8.4., Universidad Catolica de Santa Maria,
Mexico
Phillip Anthony Stager ................. Bilingual Education
Gifted Concentration
8.4., Texas Tech University
Degree of Møster of Bilingøøl Ed.wcøtion
Maria de Jesus Tullos ................... Bilingual Education
Gifted Concentration
8.S., UPIICSA, Mexico, D.F.
Bobby Lee White .......................... Bilingual Education
B.S.Ed., Abilene Christian College
Amy Heinz Aris ............. Liberal Arts
8.A., Texas A&M University
Deidre Goguen Beaupre ............. Liberal Arts
8.4., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Susan Colleen Blackwell Liberal Arts
B.B.A., University of North Texas
Anita Faye Boyd-Lindsey.... Liberal Arts
B.G.S., Louisiana State University, Shreveport
Patricia N. Buchanan ..... Liberal Arts
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
TracyJeanneBuie................... LiberalArts
8.A., University of Dallas
M. Morgan Buroughs ... Liberal Arts
8.S., University of New Hampshire
Barbara Susanne Catlin ............................. Liberal Arts
8.A., North Carolina State University, Raleigh
Amber Richelle Cortese ............................ Liberal Arts
8.A., Southem Methodist University
Mary4.Dihvorth......................... LiberalArts
8.H., Southem Methodist University
Rodney Lynn Dobbs .................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., Arkansas State University
Raymon D. Fullelton III ............................ Liberal Arts
8.S., Abilene Christian University
Roham Ghassemi ....................................... Liberal Arts
8.S., Pars College, Tehran, Iran
Degree of Møster of Ed.øcøtion
Treasa Lynn Owens
B.S., East Texas State University
Degree of Mø.ster of Li'berøl Arts
StevenJamesJenkins............... LiberalArts
8.4., Open University, United Kingdom
Robert Joseph Kowalski Liberal Arts
B.A., Stonehill College
Christopher Allan Leamy Liberal Arts
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Paul J. Lindars... ............. Liberal Arts
8.S., Rochester Institute of Technology
Karen Dodgen Long .................................. Liberal Arts
8.S., Texas Tech University
Dennis Ray Maust...................................... Liberal Arts
8.S., United States Air Force Academy
Randy Shane McKinley ............................. Liberal Arts
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Debra Branch Mills ................................... Liberal Arts
8.4., NoÍheâst Louisiana University
Georgina Filis Mitchel1.............................. Liberal Arts
8.S., University of Texas,Austin
Elayna Nicole Naftis ...........................,...... Liberal Arts
8.4., Vassar College
Matthew George Naftis . Liberal Arts
B.4., Southem Methodist University
Kathleen Hoak Power .... Liberal Arts
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Alma Delia Rodriguez ............................... Liberal Arts
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
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IN MsADows ScHoor, or rHr Anrs
Stephen Shepherd, Marshal
Degree of Møster of Arts
Kimberly Kay Caplan ........................ Television/Radio Marla S. Gaspard ............................... Television/Radio
B.F.A., University of Colorado, Boulder B.4., University of Houston, University park
Elisa Anne Foster ........................................ Art History Thesis: "Riots, Radio and Wichita 
- 
The Influence
8.4., Texas A&M University of Civil Disorder on Local Radio Programrning"
Thesis: "The Writing on the Walls: The Presence of
Arabic Inscription in the Synagogue of El Tránsito"
Degree of Møster of Finø Arts
Terri Ann Taylor .......................
8.J., University of f"*ur, Äu.iin
Mâtthew L. Thompson
B.4., Westminster College





Degree of Møster of Møsic
Sarah Celeste Wa1ker................................. Liberal Arts
8.4., Southem Methodist University
Kenneth M. Woodson .... Liberal Arts
8.S., University of Maryland, College Park
Sebastian Michael Kadlecik ............................. Thearre
B.4., Santa Clara University
Lionel M. Maunz .......................................... Studio Art
B.F.A., Southern Methodist University
Robert Brian Normoyle II ................................ Theatre
B.F.A., Southwestern University
Dianna Marie Schoenborn .... Theatre
8.4., Central Michigan University
Melody Johnson Stacy ...................................... Theatre
8.4., Stephen F. Austin State University
Theodore Raymond Stanley ......................... Studio Art
B.F.A., Southern Methodist University
Matthew Haroldson 8erg.................................. Theâtre
8.4., University of Louisiana, Monroe
Connie Jean Connally ....... Studio Art
B.F.A., Wichita State University
Wendy Lynn Prentice Cramer ...................... Studio Art
8.4., Muskingum College
M.4., Ball State University
Ryan Patrick Fitzer ....................................... Studio Art
B.F.A., Miami University, Ohio
Robert Russell Hend1ickson ......................... Studio Art
8.4., American University
Alfredo Manuel Arjona.................. Piano Performance
Diploma, Universidad Veracruzana, Mexico
Diploma, Escuela Superior de Musica Reina
Sofia, Spain
Artist Certificate, Southem Methodist University
Christopher Charles Byrd .............. Voice Performance
8.M., Abilene Christian University
Nathan Benjamin Cooksey ........ Trumpet Performance
8.M., University of Texas, Austin
Sandra Marie Dilulio ......................... Music Education
8.M., Drake University
Bridget Nicole Dillé .......................... Music Education
8.4., Albertson College of Idaho
Mary Caroline Ellis ........................ Viola Performance
B.4., 8.M., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Aubrey Alexis Faith-Slaker ........... Piano Performance
& Pedagogy
B.M., 8.M., University of Illinois, Urbana
Allison Marie Flores ....................... Flute Performance
8.M., James Madison University
Scott lan Harrison ...................... Bassoon Performance
8.4., B.M., Northwestern University
Mandy Kaye Hoak ......................... Voice Performance
B.4., Texas ìilesleyan University
Kathryn Rachael Lehr......... French Horn Performance
8.M., Pennsylvania State University
Jason Reed Lewis................ French Horn Performance
8.M., University of Texas, Austin
Erika De Martin ........ Piano Performance & Pedagogy
B.M., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Andres Raymundo Moran French Horn
Performance
B.M.E., New Mexico State University
Adam Daniel Myers................... Clarinet Performance
8.M., University of North Texas
Christopher Wayne Newkirk ......... Piano Performance
& Pedagogy
B.M.E., Wichita State University
Benjamin Jefferson Pachter......................... Percussion
Performance
B.M., Duquesne University
Deborah Lee Ragsdale.................... Flute Performance
B.M., University of Nolth Texas
Jenny Marie Searles ....................... Voice Performance
8.M., Butler University
Erin Elizabeth Sheehy ................... Voice Performance
8.M., Southwest Texas State University
Dustin Matthew Soiseth ....... Instrumental Conducting
8.M., California State University, Stanislaus
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Degree of Møster of Møsic TherøPY
Clara Christine Lau ............................... Music Therapy Melodi Gwendolyn Montgomery .. .... Music Therapy
8.M., Vanclerbilt University 8.M., B.S , William Carey College
Thesis: "The Effects of Group Songw|iting Versus Thesis: "Comparing the Social and Communication
poetry Writing on the Rec¿ptive Comprèhension, Behaviot's of Adolescent Males With Asperger's
Vocaúulary an-d Syntax Skilis of Elemèntary- Syndrome in Verbal and Instrumental Improvisa-
Aged ESL Students" tion GrouPs"
Artist Certif.cøte
Min Long........... .. Viola Pe¡formance
8.M., Central Conservatory of Music, China
M.M., Rice Univelsity
Simpiwo Kelby Qavane Voice Performance
Diploma, University of Cape Town, South Africa
Kathryn Elizabeth SelImansberger....................... Oboe
Performance
8.M., Eastman School of Music
Peter Stoll ............ Cello Performance
M.M., Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, State
University, Hungary
Gyula Vadaszi ... Violin Performance
M.M., Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, State
University, Hungary
IN EowtN L. Cox Scnoor oF BUsINESS
Evrim Akdogü, Marsllal
Andrew Chin, Marshal
Degree of Møster of Bøsiness Ad'wtivtistrøtion
Conroy Alan Cupido ...................... Voice Performance
8.M., Univelsity of Stellenbosch, South Africa
Matthew H. Diekman....... Viola Performance
8.M., M.M., Univelsity of Oklahoma, Norman
Vladimir Dyo .... Violin Performance
M.M., Kazakh National Academy of Music,
Kazakhstan
Bronwen Michelle Forbay ............. Voice Performance
B.M., University of Natal, South Africa
M.M., Manhattan School of Music
Maria Angel Garcia Soria .............. Piano PerfoLmance
Diploma, Couservatorio Superior de Musica
"Manuel Massotti Littel," SPain
Diploma, Trinity College of London, United
Kingdom
John Holliday Abbott........................................ Finance
Financial Consulting
8.4., Cornell University
Jon David 4be1............. Finance, Financial Consulting
B.S.V., University of Texas, Austin
M.S., Cornell University
Ruchika Thakur Anand .............. General Management
Marketing
8.S., Thapar Institute of Engineering &
Technology, India
Bianca Benavides 4nderson............. General Business
Shane Douglas 4nderson........................... Information
Technology & Operations Management
Management Consulting & Strategy
B.S.C., B.S.E., West Virginia University
Joel Peter Antonini ........................ Finance, Marketing
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Elva Louise 4ris14............................. General Busittess
B.S.S., Southern Methodist University
Amy Michelle 4r1dt.......................................... Finance
Strategy & EntrepreneumhiP
8.A., Univelsity of Texas, Austin
Gordon Leslie Arnold II ............................... Marketing
Strategic Leadership
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Wolfe Christopher Ashcraft....... General Management
Marketing
8.A., Colorado College
Aemad Atif Aslam ............................................ Finance
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
8.S., University of Houston, Downtown
Shareef Hamead Bahador ..... Finance
8.A., University of California, San Diego
Stephen Michael 8ailey............. General Management
B.B.A., University of Mary Hardin Baylor
Jennifer Marie Baker .................................... Marketing
Strategic Leadership
8.4., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Steven Ross Baram ....................................... Marketing
8.A., University of Maryland, College Park
Debra Barcuch ...... General Business
8.4., University of North Texas
John Carey Barney, Jr. .......... Finance
8.S., Cornell University
Andrew Chad Bartlett ....................................... Finance
8.4., Trinity University
Alberto Enrique Basave Guzman ..................... Finance
8.S., Universidad Anahuac, Mexico
John Foley Beasley IL................... Finance, Marketing
B.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Jarod Stuart 8eck ............................................ Finance
8.S., University of Colorado, Boulder
Jonathan Emile Bennett ..........
B.S.E., Louisiana State University and A&M
College
Margaret Marion 8est................ General Management
B.S., Duke University
Jerry Allen Biediger .......................... General Business
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
David James Blackstock......... Information
Technology & Operations Management
B.B.A., Texas A&M University
Eric Carlton Blackwood, Jr. .................... Management
Consulting & Strategy, Marketing
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
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Raymond A. Blanchette IIL.............. General Business
Cynthia Bland ....... General Business
B.S.B.A., Louisiana State University
Casey E. Blevins ............................ Finance, Marketing
8.S., Oklahoma State University
Brian David Bohn ............................................. Finance
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
8.S., University of Arizona
Mario Alejandro Bohorquez Lope2.................. Finance
Information Technology & Operations Manâgement
8.4., Universidad de Los Andes, Columbia
Jeffery W. Boyte ................ General Business
B.S., DeVry Institute of Technology
Tracy Suzanne Brassard ................................... Finance
Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce
8.4., Harvard University
Angela M. 8reen ............................... General Business
8.4., University of Saint Thomas
Nathan LaFate Brinkley Management
Consulting & Strategy, Marketing
8.S., Texas A&M University
Cynthia Jennings 8rock........................... Management
Consulting & Stlategy, Marketing
B.4., Loyola College
Jennifer Irene Robillard Brock-Utne ............... Finance
8.S., University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Adam Livingston Brown .................................. Finance
Management Consulting & Strategy
B.B.A., Hardin-Simmons University
Jon Brown ............. General Business
B.S., Texas Tech University
Erin Christine Burke ..................................... Marketing
8.S., Northeastern University
Roy Everett Ca1dweII........................ General Business
8.S., University of Pennsylvania
M.S., Ohio State University
Michael Wayne Cardenas Information
Technology & Operations Management
Management Consulting & Strategy
8.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia
M.4., Webster University
David William Carstens .................... General Business
B.S.M., Texas A&M University
8.S.E,., University of Texas, Dallas
J.D., Southern Methodist University
JeffreyE.Casto.................. GeneralBusiness
B.S.E., West Virginia University
Andrés Mauricio Castro ............................... Marketing
Strategy & Entrepreneufship
8.S., United States Air Force Academy
Chi-Yu Chan...... ....................Finance
B.B.A., National Chengchi University, Taiwan
Robert I-Jen Chang ....................................... Marketing
8.S., Purdue University
Nathan Gerell Chapman ...... Finance
Strategy & Entrepleneurship
B.B.A., Baylor University
Mâtthew K. Chase....................... Financial Consulting
B.S.B.A., University of Akron
Samuel Moore Chase III ................................... Finance
8.4., Washington and Lee University
Tuhin Kumar Chatterjee General Business
B.S.C., University of Calicut, India
Andrea Kay Christensen ................... General Business
8.S., Amberton University
Robert Clifton ....... General Business









B.S.B.A., Indiana University, Bloomington
Jeffrcy Adan Cook .......... Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Stephanie Ray Cook ......... Marketing
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Russell Jon Crain .................. Management
Consulting & Strategy
Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Charles Marshall Crawford ....... General Management
Marketing
B.S.M., University of Texas, Austin
James Paul Crockett............. .Finance
Financial Consulting
B.S., Brigham Young University
Andres Cumming .. General Business
LL.M., Universidad lberoamericana, Mexico
Joseph Lewis Cundari....................................... Finance
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Paul Daniel Seymour Daggett .......................... Finance
8.S., University of Bristol, England
James Austin Davis ........................................... Finance
8.S., Texas A&M University
Kevin L. Davis ................. General Business
8.S., Howald University
Robelt Dale Davis II ......................... General Business
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Scott E. Davis ....... General Business
B.B.A., Abilene Christian University
Tracy A. De Cicco General Business
8.4., Colorado State University
Christine Renee Deloach .......... General Management
Marketing
8.S., University of Illinois, Urbana
David Bradley DeVault..................................... Finance
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Jennifer Anne Di11on...................... Finance, Marketing
8.S., Tulane University of Louisiana
Michael Nelson Dunn ................................ Accounting
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Charles Gordon Dunstân .................................. Finance
8.S., University ol Georgia
Shannon L. Dyse.............. Management
Consulting & Strategy, Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., Jackson State University
Christopher M. Ecken....................... General Business
B.S.B.A., Saint Louis University
Gregory James Eickholt ................ Finance, Marketing




8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Richard Martin 811man .................................... Strategy
& Entrepreneurship
8.4., J.D., University of Texas, Austin
Hamid R. Erfanian ......................... Finance, Malketing
8.S., North Dakota State University
Mark A.G. Ervin ............................... General Business
8.4., Brigham Young University
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James Winston Erwin ....... .... " "" " " Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Carrie Denise Esch ...... ......... Management
Consulting & StrategY' Marketing
8.S., University of Housion, University Park
MichaelWayneBuuns.. ......" " " """'Finance
' Strategy & EntrepreneurshiP
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Jodv Alan Ewing......... ..... General Business
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Frank Cotlv Farmer. ........... . " " Finance
' Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., UniversitY of North Texas
steohen Brvan Farmer... ..... ..... ... . Marke1ing
' StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., Abilene Christian University
Jonathan Wells Fiìgo.... Strategy & Entrepreneurshlp
8.S., UniveriitY of Texas, Austin
Rudoloh Flores. ..... ..... ... General Business
il.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Mafthew L:rwrence FIume .... ... .... .... 'Finance
Managemeut Consulting & Strategy
8.4., Texas A&M UniversitY
Neil Allen Fontenot Marketing
B.B.A.. BaYlor UniversitY
Jeftrey Noel Foster........ .... " Accounllng
General Management
8,S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Kim Culbórson Fraley ...... . " " General Business
-^-'- 
lj.s.a., B.F.A. i southern Methodist University
Gregorv Stuart Francis . ..... " Finance
StrategY & EntrepreneurshiP
8.S., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Judson Poiter Gambie.... ........ " "" " " Finance
General Management
8.4., Texas Tech UniversitY
Chrislonher E. Gant .... .... .... " General Business
8.S., Roberr Morris College
Ramon Garcia ......... ........ ' Fiuance
Strategy & EntrePreneulshiP
8.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin




Douglas BarretiGeorge .......... General Management
Marketing
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Susan Kay George .... .... ...... " "" " " Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
CiselaGraceGerig'.......... "" " " "'Marketing
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Patrick H. Gilì .. ... ..... .... " " 'Marketing
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8,4., Denison UniversltY
Palrictâ E. Glenn.. " " General Business
8.S., Texas Woman's UniversitY
William\.ielvinGooding......'. " "" " ""Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., UniversitY of NorthTexas
Jelfrev Paul Govek .. ....Strategy & Entrepreneurship
'B.S.E 
, UniversitY of Tulsa
Dev Govindaswamy. '... .. " "" " Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., UniversitY of Madras, India
M.S., University of Houston, Downtown
Anthony Scott Gray Accounting, Finance
8.4., Vanderbilt UniversitY
Mark Eugene Green ...... ....... .. Managemenl
Consulting & StrategY, Marketing
B.4., M.A., TrinitY College
Terisal.Green " " "'Finance
Strategy & EntrePreueurshiP
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Timolhv M. Green Generaì Business
8.n., Wright State UniversitY
WilliamDavidGreving.......... " " " "'Finance
Financial Consulting
B.B.A , UniversitY of Texas, Austin
M.S., UniversitY of Texas, Dallas
HollvAllisonGrube ...... ...... " " ""Finance
B.B.A., M.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Shane J. Gtunewald ... '............ """ "" "" " Finance
Financial Consulting
B.S.B.A., University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Christopher Robert Guariiello .......'. General Business
B.S.E., Princeton UniversitY
Tloy Andrew Hagey ...... ........... . Financial Constlltlng
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., UniversitY of North Texas
Alicia Kashail Hamilton Accounting
Strategic LeadershiP
8.S., Southern University, Baton Rorge
Jeremiah C. Hansen ..... Management
Consulting & StrategY
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., University of North Texas
Crais Michael Hawkins " Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Oklahoma State UniversitY
Jun He............... Financial Consulting
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.4., Dongbei University of Finance &
Economics, China
M.S,, Renmin UniversitY, China
Daniel Joseph Healy ............ . "" " Marketing
8.A., UniversitY of Texas, Dallas
Jeffrev Dean Hebert..... '."" " " " ' General Business
'8.S., Michigan Technological University
Thomas William ll"gw". '.... " " """ " "" ' Finance
8.A.. BaYlor UniversitY
JenniferChrisúneHenard............ o"ig;::
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
John Hernandez. """" " "Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., Midwestern State University
John Otto Hetzel ................ ...Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
John Robert Hickman ........ "" General Management
Christopher Bernard Hill .'..... General Management
8.S., Norrh Georgia College
Clive R. Hindle General Business
8.S., University of Houston, University Pank
Zacharv Scott Hirzei.......... ...... ... .'..... ......." Finance
d.B.A., University of oklahoma, Norman
Michel Hocquet. " General Business
M.S.E.. Université Libre de Bruxelles' Belgium
Brad R' Hofiman "' General Business
8.S., Univelsity of Nebraska, Lincoln
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Gregory Scott Hoffman General Business
8.4., UniversitY of New HamPshire
J.D., UniversitY of Louisville
Stephanie K. Hogan .... Management
- Consulting & Strategy, Marketing
B.S., Texas Tech UniversitY
Jelald L. Horner.......... .... General Business
B.B.A., Henderson Stâte University
George Valentin Horvat ....'..... .'............... ..... Finance
- StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.4., American UniversitY
Paul Michael Howell ..... ......... .... General Business
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
John Fred Hubbs III .......... Marketing
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
StuartAndrew Hunt '... .......... .'. " "" " Finance
Financial Consulting
B.S., Brigham Young UniversitY
Lane Patrick Hunter '...... ... ." " " " " Marketing
8.A., Austin College
Charles S. Hutchinson .'........ Finance
strategy & Entrepreneurship
8.S., Bentley College
Gregory Louis Irlbeck .. ............. Accounting, Finance
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
Cynthia Robin Isbell ....... ... ..... Accounting
Financial Consulting
B.B.A., University of Central Alkansas
Leete Robert Jackson ... ............. General Management
8.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Lisa Nandranie Beharrylal Jackson .. '......... ... Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.S., UniversitY of Pittsburgh
Matthew Lee Jackson ...... Marketing
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Wiìliam Alan Jackson' Jr' ............ ......'.... '....... Finance
8.S., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Joseph Ian James........ .... '.. ..Finance
- 
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.S., College of the Ozarks
Matthew Randolþh James '.......... Accounting, Finance
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
T.E. Jarnagin ........ General Business
8.4., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Jason Lee Jelen .............. Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
Jaime Enrique Jimenez Alvarez .. ............ ..... Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
Superiores de MontereY, Mexico
Kurt Waynè Johnson ... ........... ........ General Business
B.S.B.A., UniversitY of Arizona
Stephanie Dianne Johnson. Management
Consulting & Strategy
B.4., Yale UniversitY
Heather Lee Jones ........................ ' Finance' Mârketing
B.B.A., Texas Chlistian University
John Jones ...... ...Finance, Marketing
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Corey R. Junell ................ General Business
B.B.A., Texas A&M University, Commerce
Sheba Mirza Kappelman ...... Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., UniversitY of North Texas
Ajay Kataria . . Financial Consulting
Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce
Shivakumar Kavi.........'......... ......... General Business
8.S., University of Kansas
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Anita Eileen Kelley............ ....... .. ... General Business
B.A., Southem Methodist University
Eileen Kelley .. ...... General Business
B.A,, Western State College of Colorado
John Pierre ZeregaKenÍ, Jr' ....... ......... .......... Finance
StrategY & Entrepreneurship
8.4., Vanderbilt UniversitY
Edward W Kettler III General Business
B.S.B.A., California State University,
Dominguez Hills
Aliya Tabani Khatri ........... ....... General Management
' B.B.A., 8.S., Southern Methodist University
Inna V Ki2enkova ............................. ....... Information
Technology & Operations Management
Marketing
8.4., M.4., UniversitY of Latvia
Nicholas Edward Kovach " ' strategy
& EntrepreneurshiP
8.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Marcus Pin Ku ......................... '................ ... '. Finance
M.S.C., Universitetet Linkoping, Sweden
8.S., Karlstâd University, Sweden
Robert Michael Kuhns ...................................... Finance
B.B.A., ShiPPenberg UniversitY
Bipin D. Kulkarni General Business
B.S.C., UniversitY of BombaY, India
James Todd Kurn ... ...... .......... '.........." " 'Finance
Financial Consulting
8.S., M.S., Purdue UniversitY
Dan Edward Lawrence ..................................... Finance
StlategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., United States Naval AcademY
Chase Phillip Laws ............... .......... ...............Finance
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jennifer Mia Lee ............. '..... .... Strategic Leadership
8.4.. WellesleY College
David Barry Leedy ............. ...... General Management
8.S., Drexel UniversitY
Brian Thomas Len2ie.................. ".'............. Marketing
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., EmorY UniversitY
Zeferino Francisco Leon ....... '........ ..... ..... " Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
Superiores de MonterreY, Mexico
Lyris Calisio Leos .......... .......... '... Finance, Marketing
B.B.A., Univelsity of Texas, Austin
ZhengLi ...... .. Financial Consulting
- StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Tsinghua UniversitY, China
M.S.E.E., University of Texas, Dallas
Xin Lin .............. ............... Finance
8.4., Shanghai UniversitY, China
Emily Alice Livingston'...........'................ .. Marketing
' Strategy & EntrepreneurshiP
8.S., University of Colorado, Boulder
Melody Monroe Loggins ....... ...'.'.... '......... Marketing
Strategic LeadershiP
8.S., Howard PaYne UnivelsitY
Stacy Ann Lybarger ........ .......... .......'.......... .. Finance
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Karthik Vaidhyanathan P Mahadevan ............ General
Business
B.S.M., Coimbatore Institute of Technology, India
M.S., Arizona State University
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Belinda DeAnn Malpert . '.... ..... Strategic Leadership
B.4., University of Nebraska, Lincoln
John Mangino .. .... -......... .......... General Business
8.S., Ohio State University
William Jared Mareth ... ............. " " " " Finance
Financial Consulting
B.B.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Matthew J. Marquart.... ... " Finance
8.S., Oral Roberts UniversitY
Glant Edwin Mashek ................. General Management
StrategY & EntrePleneurshiP
8.A., Southem Methodist University
Ross Rhodes Mason ..... ...... '.......... General Business
8.S., Vanderbilt UnivelsitY
Kathy W. Mast .. .... ..... .... General Business
ChristopherA. Matl ... .... ..... ..... . General Business
8.4.. Marquelte UniversitY
Healher Dewar McCarthy Marketing
Strategy & Entrept'eneufship
8.S., Vanderbilt UniversitY
Brvan Marett McDavid Finance
8.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Klistin Leigh McFetridge....... ' General Management
B.4., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
Cara Lynn McGarry ... ..... .......... " " " Marketing
È.S., UnivelsitY of Texas, Austin
MelindaJ;hnstonMõLaughlin. .... ... " Marketing
Strategic LeadershiP
B.B.A,. BaYlor UniversitY
Jelniler Arment iMcMillen .. .. . .. " " Marketing
8.4., lndiana University oI Pennsylvania
Erin Clair Meador ..... .... ............ Fintnce' Malketing
8.4., Texas Tech UniversitY
Rebekah Ann Meekel . .......... "" " " " Finance
StrategY & Entrepreneul shiP
8.S., UniversitY of Rochester
KennethFrancisMenezes............ " " " Finance
8.S., Kj Somaiya Inst Management Studies &
Research, India
James Warren Middleton .... ' Finance
- 
strategy & EntrepÍeneurship
8.S., Southern Methodist University
Herd Alan Midkiff .... ..... ' ' Finance
StrategY & EntrePleneurshiP
B.B.4., Texas Christian University
Brvan Kvle Mi1nel .... ...... ..... ... Accounting' Finance
' B.B.A., UniversitY of North Texas
Kathryn Elizabeth Moise.. ............... ."" " Strategy
& EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., UniversitY of Kansas
Meean Driscoll Moran .. " Managenlent
" Consulting & Strategy' Marketing
8.4., Southem Methodist University
Garry A. Morehead General Business
B.B.A., LeToumeau UniversitY
Scott David Morgan. .... ...... .... General Managemelìt
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
Christopher Allen Mowan General Business
8.S., Indiana-Purdue University, Indianapolis.
Joyabr-ataMukherjee..... .............'.... .'Marketing
Strategy & EntlePreneurshiP
8.S., Gauhati UniversitY. lndia
David Thomas MulcahY Strategy &
EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Dublin City University, Ireland
Chandan Nahar . ..... ..................... Finance, Matketing
8.S., Maharshi Dayanand University, India
Hiroki Narazaki ... ........... " Finance
Financial Consulting
8.4., Keio UniversitY, JaPan
Douglas C. Nash ... .......'.. ..... .......... General Business
8.S., Oral Roberts UniversitY
RobeltDamonNelson" " """ " " " "" Finance
SÍategy & EntÌePreneurshiP
B.S.B.A., Washington UniversitY
Thuv Doan Nsuven......,. Strategy & Entrepreneurshtp
' B.B.A.,-University of North Texas
Xiaobing Niu.................. ... ...... . Accounting' Fitiance
B.Á., Capital University of Economics &
Business, China
Henry Gerartl Nixon ....... '............. "" " " " Finance
Strategic LeadershiP
8.S., United States Military Academy
Matthew Joseph O'Brien " Finrnce
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Rodney Bing Obaldo ... .............. ".... ... "" " Finance




8.S., Central Connecticttt State University
Takashi onoda "" " Accounting
8.4., UniversitY of TokYo, JaPan
Mikhail Evgenyevich Orlov .'... Financial Consultiug
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., Westminster College
DamonTai<eshi Oshita... ..... .... .... " "" " 'Finance
8.A., University of California, Irvine
Winston Patrick Osuðhukwu ................ ...... .. Finance
Financial Consulting
B.B.A., University of Houston, Downtown
William David Palmer ............... "" General Business
J.D., DePaul UniversitY
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jav Panclva......... ... .... Finance, General Management
' B.Á., Universitv of Texas. Austin
Claudia Weathers Parke1........ ... General Management
8.4., UniversitY oI Georgia
Savita A. PaLil ................... Marketing
B.S., UniversitY of BombaY, India
PeterRaymondPatnàude,Jr. .'...... " "" " Finance
Financial Consulting
B.B.A., LeToumeau UniversitY
Amanda Leigh Persall General Management
Informatiõn Technology & Operations Management
8.4., Florida State UniversitY
Michael Jefliey Pielce ...... ..... ...... " " " Finance
8.S., Cornell University
Joseph J. Prescia .. ...... .... . .'... . General Management
8.S., Long Island University C W Post- 
-Matt H. Purser... .... General Business
B.B.A., Northeast Louisiana University
Clavton W Raasch ............. ............. General Business
' B.S.M., Iowa State UnivelsitY
Viiayan Rambhalla ..... ... ....... . Ceneral Business
8.S., UniversitY ol Madras. lndia
Francisco A. Ramire2 III General Business
M.S., LoYola Marymount University
KarthikA.Rangarajan GeneralManagement
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Manipal Institute of Technology, India
M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Stâte
UniversitY
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Puja Rathi ........... Finance, Marketing
8.S., Regional Engineering College,
Tiruchirappalli, India
Robert Alan Ray .......................... Strategic Leadership
Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce
B.S., California Polytechnic State University
Jeffrey Kyle Rayburn ........................................ Finance
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
James D. Recks ........................... Accounting, Finance
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Richard Lance Reordan ........ Finance
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Matthew John Restrepo .............. Accounting, Finance
B.4., Tulane University of Louisiana
Jason Alexander Rich ......................,................ Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., United States Naval AcademY
Forrest Dean Richardson General Business
B.S., Baylor University
Matthew David Rittenmeyer ............................ Finance
General Management
8.A., University of North Carolina, Asheville
Christopher Gilbert Rivera ...........................Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Texas A&M University
George R. Rivero ............... General Business
B.S., Louisiana State University and A&M College
M.S., University of North Texas
Cecil Clarence Roberts II ............ Telecommunications
& Electronic Commerce
B.B.A., Northwood University
Michael Ryan Robinson ....... Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., University of Kansas
James Edward Roos, Jr. ............. General Management
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Damon Phillip Rosenhan .................. General Business
8.S., Arizona State University
Michael Kevin Russell ............... General Management
Information Technology & Operations Management
8.S., Texas A&M University
Mileton Trejo Rust ............................................ Finance
B.S.E., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Ibrahim Adebayo Salami ............................. .... Finance
Financial Consulting
B.S., University of Lagos, Nigeria
Danny R. Schoening General Business
8.S., University of Nebraska, Omaha
Jason Wayne Scoggins .................................. Marketing
Strategic Leadership
8.4., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Kristen Darcey Scott ......................................... Finance
Management Consulting & StrategY
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Michael J. Sessa .................. .. Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., United States Military Academy
Craig Eugene Settle .................... Accounting, Finance
8.S., Kansas State University
Mehran Shakery .............. Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S.E., University of Texas, Austin
Ashwani Sharma ............................ Finance, Marketing
8.S., Banaras Hindu University, India
Allison Kathleen Shearer................................ . Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
B.S.N.S.G., University of Missouri, Columbia
Wendy J. Siegmund ....... Information
Technology & Operations Management
Strategic Leadership
8.4., University of Texas, Austin
Jason Lee Signor ........................................... Marketing
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Texas A&M University
Jeffry LaFar Simmons ...................... General Business
8.S., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Craig Eldon Sims .............................. General Business
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Rachael E. Singer ....................... Accounting, Finance
8.4., Vanderbilt University
Amit K. Singh ....... General Business
B.B.A., Texas Tech University
Yordanka Ilieva Slavcheva................................ Finance
8.4., American University of Bulgaria
M.4., Southern Methodist University
Channing Stice Smith ........... Finance
Strategic Leadership
8.S., Indiana University, Bloomington
Michael J. Smith ........................................... Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., Brigham Young UniversitY
William D. Sowell ............................ General Business
8.S., East Tennessee Stâte University
Seetharaman Sridhar ......................................... Finance
8.S., Indian Institute of Technology, India
M.S., Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
Raleigh
Preethi Srikanth .... General Business
8.S., University of Bombay, India
M.S., University of Poona, India
Pravina Srinivas ..... ..'....... Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., M.S., University of Madras, India
Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Peter Eric Stelling ........................ Strategic Leadership
8.S., United States Military Academy
Calvin Isiah Stewart.......................................... Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
Patricia Diane Stewart ................................ . Marketing
8.S., Texas A&M University
David M. Stone ................. General Business
8.S., University of Texas, Austin
Todd William Sunderland ..... Finance
8.S., Cornell University
Alfred Laurens Swanevelt ....Finance
Bachelor of Commerce, Concotdia University
Stanford Dudley Swim ..................................... Finance
8.S., Utah Valley State College
Mary H. Thomas ............. General Business
B.B.A., University of Texas, SanAntonio
Gregory Doyle Thompson .... Finance
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.S., Texas A&M University
Sanford Rodgers Thompson III....................... Strategy
& Entrepreneurship, Strategic Leadership
8.S., Abilene Christian University
Erin Suzanne Timmerman ............................Marketing
Strategy & EntrePreneurshiP
8.4., Southem Methodist University
Thanhlan N. Trinh............. Marketing
Strategy & EntrepreneurshiP
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
Kevin L. Tubb ................ Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
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Sachin Tummala ... General Business
8.S., Nagarjuna UniversitY, India
Michael B. Tuinei...................'....... . General Business
B.B.A., West Texas A&M UniversitY
Michael Glenn Twilley ....... '........... ...... ......... Finance
strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S., UniversitY of Tulsa
Nicolas Pierre Vacroux ............... .......... ........ Finance
B.S.E., Georgia Iustitute of Technology
Vincent Ramon Valte¡o ....... ............'..... ..... Marketing
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.S., Cornell UniversitY
Audrey L. Van Drew General Business
È.8.4., University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Giorgio Roberto Vannotti ......... '..... .......... .... Finance
- Management Consulting & Strategy
M.S., Federal Institute of Technology
Abteen Vaziri..... ....................Finance
8.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Robert Stirling Vineyard, Jr. . Finauce
- StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., Texas Tech UniversitY
Timothy Michael Vogds... .... Strategy
& EntrepreneurshiP
B.B.A., Texas A&M UnivelsitY
Andrew Phillip Von Kennel. ..... Financíal Consulting
Marketing
8.A., Kenyon College
Dennis James Wagner.... Strategy & Entrepreneurship
8.S., United States Naval Academy
Daniel Bryant rùy'allace .............. . Financial Consulting
Malketing
8.S., Bligham Young UniversitY
Kyle R. Ward.-................ ............. .. General Busiuess
8.A., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
M.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
James M. Watson ......... .... General Business
B.B.A., UniversitY of Iowa
Jeffrey Kyle Webb....................... Accounting, Finance
B.B.A., Texas A&M UniversitY
Lenore Mary Weich ............... ............. ....... Marketing
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S.V., Carnegie Mellon University
Vikram Pisharody Weiss ............. Financial Consulting
strâtegy & Entrepreneurship
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Kevin Scottwelch ............. '.......'....... " " Finance
B.B.A., Abilene Christian University
David S. Wesson .............. General Business
B.S., Texas A&M UniversitY
Samuel Eugene Wesson III General Business
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Court Hilton Westcott ........... ... General Management
8.4., Vanderbilt UniversitY
Stephen L. Wheeler General Business
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Jesse Reid Whitla ............ Strategy & Entrepreneurship
8.S., Kansas State University
8.S., Washburn University of Topeka
Mitchell Tller Wilbanks ...................... ...... ..... Finance
B.B.A., University of Texâs, Austin
DanaErinwilcox ..... ............." "" " " 'Finance
B.4., Vanderbilt UniversitY
Sarah E. Wilke ...... General Business
8.S., UniversitY of Kansas
Bradlev Clav WiIkins.......... .. ... General Management
Ii.S., Har¿in-Simmons UniversilY
Charles Allen Wilkins .... ...... .'........ General Business
8.S., UniversitY of Florida
Cody Paul Wilson ................."... General Management
8.4., Texas Tech UniversitYRickF.wisynski 
.J:::ff#iåiff:?::
B.B.A., Pan American UniversitY
Joshua Matthew Wooldridge ... ... Telecommunications
& Electronic Commerce
8.4., University of North Texas
David S' wootton " " Marketing
B.4., Brigham Young UniversitY
Michael K. Wray................ "......... General Business
8.S., University of Central Oklahoma
M.S., University of Texas, Arlington
LaRay A. Wright ............... .. Finance
8.S., UniversitY of Texas, Dallas
Michael Franklin wurster...'....'......... ............ Finance
B.,{., University of Washington
Shehan Prakash Xavier..... '..... ....... General Business
8.S.. University of Georgia
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Vinod Kumar Yadav ...'................ ............ ...... Finance
Information Technology & Operations Management
B.S., University of Gorakhpur, India
John T. Yang ......... General Business
B.S.E., UniversitY of Texas, Austin
M.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Stephen EricYates, Jr. .. .. .'.,.............. ......,... Finance
B.B.A., BaYlor UniversitY
Karí Victoria Yeh ......... '... Marketing
8.4., UniversitY of PennsYlvania
Byoung SunYu General Management
8.S., Seoul National University, Korea
Yingchun Zhang.....,..........'......'.. Accounting, Finance
8.S., M.S., Nanjing University, China
Kim Michelle Zotter .............'........... .......... .... Finance
StrategY & EntrePreneurshiP
B.B.A., Texas Tech UniversitY
Møster of Science in Accoønting
Ryan Challes Abbate
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
David Austin Barrett
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Molly Billingsley Brock
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Sarah Myles Chandler
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Emily Glenn Childers
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Michelle Renee Christensen
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jìrstin Stephen ConwaY
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Megan Louise Crider
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Angela Kristin Eddington
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Julie Ann Evans
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
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Michael Vincent David Fantl
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Jennifer Lee Gutknecht
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Candice Marie Harris
8.S., UniversitY of North Texas
Cara Elizabeth Hartman
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Michael Jason Heath
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Hollv Elizabeth Kilgore
' B.B.A.. Southèrn Methodist University
Joe Ram Kodali




B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Sus¡rn Margaret McGuire
B.B.Á., Southern Methodist University
RuDal Vâsant DollY Patel
B.B.A.. Souihern Methodist University
Heather Alison Purse
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univelsity
Lawrence Morris Salerno II
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Georse Hodson SimPson III
"S.g.¡., Soulhèrn Methodist University
Alexis Rose Small
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Geoff Szvmarlski
B.ti.A.. Southern Methodist University
Brian Douglas TerliP
g.e.Á.. Southèrn Methodist University
Erin Leish Wells
s.É.1., Southern Methodist University
Iohn Caoerton White, Jr.
- 
B.'8.A., Sourhern Methodist University
AnthonvPAird.... ................. . Telecommunications
8.S., HamPton University
Carl Donovan Airins ............... Facilities Management
8.S., Louisiana Tech UniversitY
M.S., Southern Methodist University
nrr¿uitan Àve¿ Al Asmari . .... Telecommunicalions' "-- 
e.S.gle., King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Arabia
Eid Saver Al Harbi ... .... .... Telecommunications
--- 
- 
rí.S 4.8., King Satrd University, Saudi Arabia
Saad Abdallah Al Halbi . .... Telecommuntcattons"--- -s.S-E.s., 
King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Arabia
sutaiman Áil ¡t-Âbbas ... ........... Telecommunications""'"'i1.3¡.8., 
King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Arabia
AbdulazizAbclulkarimAlkhalaf Telecommunications'*"--È.3-.s.g., 
King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Arabìa
Steven Cabral Almas.. ..... " " Systems Engineering
8.S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Yousif Mezher Alshehry ....... ." Telecommunications
--- 
S.S.g.g., King nãh<t University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Arabia
Rae Anderson " Systems Engineering
8.S., Utah State UniversitY
Kanaha Athysivam ...... .... . Teìecomlnuntcattons
8.S., ohio Slate UniversilY
ThiruneelaAthysivam... .... " Telecommunlcatlolìs
8.S., Maåurai Kamaraj University, India
Amacl Khan Babar . ........... ..... ..Telecommunications
B.S.E.E 
' 
University of Engineering &
TechnologY, Pakistan
Thomas Leon Berlnhardt.... " Software Engineering
8.S., Utah State UniversitY
I-aiia D. Bhas,tt Telecommuntcattons
8.S., Sãrclar Patel University' lndia
VictorBoetliardio........... Telecomnìunlcîtlons
8.S., Oklahoma State UniversitY
IN Scnool oF ENGINEEzuNG
StePhen ShePherd, Marshal
Degree of Møster of Science
Mario Bonilla Telecommunications
- --- -nS.Cp.n., 
Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
SuPeriores de MontereY' Mexico
Ernesto Acliian Brux ..... .... . .. So|twate Engineering
B.S., UniversitY of Texas' El Paso
tøicnaet Wattace Capps ......... "" Computer Science
B.S.Cp.E., Sotihern Methodist University
Robelt M. iasagrande ........... Facilities Management
8.4., Easteln Michigan University
M.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Cheng-Lun Chen........ ......... Manufacturing
Systems Management
8.S., Chung Cheng Institution Technology
R.O.C., Taiwan
Pulasti M. Choudhary ... ..... . " Software Engineering
B.S.Cp.E., Veeimata Jijabai Technological
Institute, India
M.S., PolYtechnic UniversitY
Samina Fouzia-Choudhry ...... " "" Computer Science"-._ 
S.S., National Col'lege of Textile Engineering'
Pâkistan
LawrenceMartinD'Agostino Operations-Research
8.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute ând State
UniversitY
Rhonda Sue Dunfãe ... ......." " Telecommunications
8.S., United Slâtes Miìilary Academy
Min Fang Computer Sclence
8.S., UniversitY o[ BritlgePort
Gene Anclrew Feighny ..... .. " Systems Englneerlng
8.S., UniveisitY of Texas, Dallas
John Everett Hall Fish . ........... Facilities Management
B.S.M.E.. Washington UniversitY
Raul Garcia Software b'nglneerlng
8.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Steohen Michael Geòrge ..... . Software Engineering
8.S., UniversilY oI Alabama
oi Cu ............. . Soltware Engineering
8.S., Hebei Institute olTechnology' China
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Siddharth Jaganath....................... Telecommunications
8.S., Bangalore Univelsity, India
Ninatiakorn Kannasoot . .... ..... Telecommunlcallons
' "B.S.Cp.E.. Chulalongkorn University' Thailrnd
Mark Wilson Keeling .. ............. .. Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Univetsity of Missouri, Rolla
Vara Prasad Reddy Kuppam..... Software Engineering
8.S., UniversitY of MYsore, India
Christopher James Lâsko... '..... ...... ... Manufacturiug
Systems Mânagement
8.S., Old Dominion UniversitY
Ying Fong Lee ..... ..... ................ ' Computer Science
- 8.S., UniversitY of Texas, Dallas
Tricia Lvnn Lellon ........ ..... ..... Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E.. Soulhern Methodist University
Robertson Luu................. ....... ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin
Barbara Joan Lyons ..'.'.......... .... Telecommunications
8.4., Lafayette College
Michael AndrewMakabali ........ Software Engilreering
B.S.CP.E., Boston Univetsity ^ .
Rania F. Maiki .... Computer Science
B.S., St. Joseph University, Beirut, Leban-on
Vidva K. Maniyalh-.......... ...... .... Computer Science
- 
8.S., University ol Bombay. lndia
Douelas Marlin McCarthy . .. ..Telecommunications
- B.S.E-8.. New York lnstitute of Technology
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Neeria Mehra ... Computer Science
8.S., Maharashtra lnstilute ol Technology, lndia
Sudioti Mishra... .. Compuler Science
8.S., Utkal UniversitY. [ndia
Sonali Moghe .'Telecommunications
8.S., University of BombaY, India
Anarna Bhaskrt Muclbidli . ... ..Telecommuniclrtions
' B.S.- Padmabhushan Vasantdada Patil
Piatishthan College, India
Todd M. Munen......... ................Telecommunications
8.S., Southrvest Missouri State UniveÍsity
Shankar Nadarajah.......................Telecommunications
B.B.A., Aubum UniversitY
Toma M. Naottm ... . ..... ...... .... SofLware Engineering
8.S., New York UniversitY
Rodolfo L. Navarro-Lozano .. .. Software Engineering
8.S., Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
Superiores de MontereY, Mexico
Lilv Nurman...... Software Engineering
8.S., Sekolah Tinggi Information Management
& CornPuter College, Indonesia
Kalyani Anupkumar Pandya...... Software Engineering
8.S., UniversitY of BombaY, India
Mitesh Kanubhai Paiel ................Telecommunications
8.S., UniversitY of BombaY' lndia
Shetalkumal Hasmukhbhai Patel . .. .. Manulacturing
Systems Management
B.S., Saldar Patel University, India
Abdullah Ayed Al Asmari .... ... Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E., King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minelals, Saudi Arabia
Eid Sayer Al Harbi.......... ... ... Computer Engineering
É.S.9.E'., King Saud University, Saudi Arabia.
Saad Abrlallah Al Hãr'bi . '....... Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E., King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals, Saudi Alabia
Shawn Arnold Prestridge . ... .... Software Engineering
8.S., B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E , Southern Methodist
UniversitY
Srinivasan Raghavendragururajan ... ...... Software
Engineering
Degree of Møster of Sciøncø in Cornpøter Engineering
8.S., UniversitY of Madras, India
M.B.A., UniversitY of Dallas
Anlhonv Paul Roell Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E.. Southem Methodist University
Chlistopher Schan Rummel....... Software Engineering
8.S., UniversitY of Tulsa
Gentiana MusabelliuSaam. ..... .Telecommunications
8.S., Polytechnic University of Tirana, Albania
Georse Albertó Sa|a2ar....... ....... Systems Engineering
'S.S.g.g., University of Houslon, University
Park
Leslie Scot Shaw ........ ...... ....'... Telecommunications
8.S., 8.S., Belmont College
Jason Joseph Sherey ..... .... ..... Systems Engineering
B.S.È.E., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Karen Eileen Foutz Styers . ... Environmental Systems
Manâgement
8.A., Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
Rodeen Talebi ................. . " Computer Science
8.S., UniversitY of Texas, Dallas
Navin Tandon . Softwale Engineering
B.S., Indian School of Mines, India
M.S., Univer-sitY of Utah
Gerald Thomas . Telecommunications
8.S., Univelsity of Maryland, University College
Peter William Ullmin ................. Systems Engineering
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Arnirali Valani .........'.. ......'...... .Telecommunications
B.S., Gulbarga UniversitY, India
Christian Velez ....................'..... Software Engineering
8.S., Long Island University, Brooklyn
Paul T. Wallingl.................... .'. Software Engineering
8.4., Rutgers University, New Brunswick
M.S., PolYtechnic UniversitY
William Hayes Washington .......' Systems Engineering
8.S., Southern Univelsity, A&M College, Baton
Rouge
John Lee Vr'est Facilities Management
B.S.E.E., New Mexico State University
Donald Edward Wicker, Jr. . ...... Software Engineering
8.S., Morehouse College
Charlene Denise Williams ....... ... Telecommunications
B.B.A., UniversitY of Alabama
M.B.A., Texas Christian University
Ross Anthony Williams ... ...... '. Software Engineering
8.S., Ùniversity of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Hong Zhang ............ .............. ........ Computer Science
- 8.S., Harbin Institute of Technology' China
M.S., UniversitY of MemPhis
Satyendra Ravi Plasad Raju Datla Computer
Engineering
8.S., Institute of Electronics & Telecommunica-
tion Engineers
Thesis: "Crosstalk Delay Analysis in Very Deep
Sub-Micron VLSI Circuits"
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Kenneth Brian Fazel ................ Computer Engineeling
B.S.Cp.E., Mississippi State University
Thesis: "Performance Enhancement Techniques for
Phased Logic Circuits"
Mehmet Hadi Gunes ................ Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E., 8.S., Isik University, Turkey
Thesis: "Low Space Complexity Path Delay Fault
Coverage Algorithms"
Sean Paul Hudson .................... Computer Engineering
B.S.Cp.E., Texas A&M University
Poramate Ongsakorn................ Computer Engineering
B.S., King Mongkuts Institute of Technology,
Ladkrabang, Thailand
M.S.Cp.E. Southern Methodist University
Degree of Møster of Science in Electricøl Engineering
Kapil Ahuja ... Electrical Engineering Brandon Kamanuokalani Loo ....................... Electrical
_ 
8.S., Andhra University, India Engineering
Sulaiman Ali Al-Abbas ............. Electrical Engineering B.S.E.E., Brigham Young University
B.S.E.E., King Fahd University of Petroleum & James Francis McHale.............. Electrical Engineering
Minerals, Saudi Arabia B.S.E.E., Texas A&M University
Abdulaziz Abdulkarim Alkhalaf ................... Electrical Arunabha Mukherjee ................ Electiical EngineeringEngineering B.S.E.E.,UniversityofTennessee,Knoxville
B.!.E.E., King Fahd University of Petroleum & Mrigank Ashwani Nagar ........... Electrical Engineering
Minerals, Saudi Arabia 8.S., University of Bombay, India
William Jason Franklin............. Electrical Engineering Rahul Parekh . Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Louisiana Tech University 8.S., Nagpur University, India
Robert William Freilich............ El:ectrical Engineering Panagiotis N. Petropoulos ........ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Florida Institute of Technology B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Dallas
Amit Jayant Joglekar ................ Electrical Engineering Amit Meelan Raval ................... Electrical Engineering
8.S., University of Poona, India 8.S., University of Bombay, India
Wen-Yu Lo .... Electrical Engineering Yuan-Kang Tseng ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.M.E., National Chiao Tung University, B.S.E.E., Feng Chia University, TaiwanTaiwan Michael Anthony Willett .......... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Kentucky
Degree of Møster of Science in Engineering MønøgernenT
Dulce M-aria Casadiego 
,,,... 
Engineering Management Jeffrey Jong Lee .................. Engineering Management
B.S., Universidad Simon Bolivar, Venezuela B.S.E.E., University of Illinois, Urbana -
M.S., American Graduate School of Interna- Jessica Dyan Marczynski ... Engineering Management
- 
tional Management 8.S., Southern Methodist Universiiy
Jason Robert Kent............... Engineering Management Ann L. Ni Engineering'Management
B.S.M.E., Ohio State University B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Arlington
Muhammad Faisal Khan..... Engineering Management Thomas Jeffery Wamen....... Engineering Management
B.S.M.E., University of Arkansas B.S.E.E., University of South Alabama
Degree of Møster of Science in Enyironrnentøl Science
Shawn La Mar Reiss . Environmental
8.s., Idaho state universitf;Ystems 
Management
Degree of Møster of Scieruce in Inforn+øti',on Engineering ønd. Mønøgernent
Heidi M. Lanas Losilla......... Information Engineering
8.S., Santa Maria La Antigua Un*"xxi"t"-"t'
Panama
Degree of Møster of Science in Mechønicøl Engineering
Christopher Lee Colaw ......... Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., Southern Methodist University
Benny C. Lee ........................ Mechanical Engineering
8.S., University of California, Los Angeles
Todd Ashley McGrath........... Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Chung-Chieh Shun................ Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Chung Cheng Institute ofTechnology
R.O.C., Taiwan
JJ
IN Dnou¡¡ Cou-Bcn op Hutvl¡NITIES AND ScrENc¡s
Thomas B FombY, Marshal
William J. Pútq Marshal
Kenneth Hamilton, Marshal
Degree of Bøchelor of At'ts
Jennifer M. Allen .....
Julia Atlas Aronson ...
Adriana Alrieta .........







Roy Edward Fenill II .....
Olivia Margaret Frère ......... '.
Alicia Frias
Karla Alejandra Gage ......... ..














Andrew John Augustine................... ............ ... History
Political Science
Chlistophel Douglas Babb Psychology
Clay Wãyne Bacon ..................... .... ..... ........... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Lindsay Kathryn Baker ....... ....... International Studies
John Reese Balderach .... .... . History
Allenna Dianne Bangs ...................... Political Science
Philip Wayne Barnes, Jr. Political Science
Caroline Dryer Barnett .................'...........' Psychology
Daniel Jack'Ban .'..... ..... Economics
Sara Kathryn Bates ..................... .. '.......... '.'.. Spanish
Jose Ernesto Batres ... ........... Economics
Jennifer Lynn Beck................. Psychology
Janine N. Beckles ....... '.... Sociology
Eric James Bembenek.......... . English
Michael Garrett Benson.............. ..... Political Science
Christopher Mark 8erre........ Philosophy
Christopher John Bhatti ........... Chemistry, Psychology
Evans Biney ......... Religious Studies
Brian Marcus Bischoff ........... Economics
Christophel Vincent Blackstock......... ........... English
James Keith Boggess II .......... .'......... ......Psychology
Danna Crystal Bohn............................. . Anthropology
La'Kisha Monique Booth ......... .......... ... Psychology
Hilary Ann Bowman International Studies
Lauren Houston Bradley.............. .......... .. Psychology
Erin K. Bridger-Riley .................... '...... .. Psychology
Christopher Sean Brodie ................. ..... Anthropology
LaurenElizabeth Bromley .. .......... ........... Psychology
Andrew Christopher Brown Political Science
Hunter Scott 8rown .................................... Psychology
Sara Ryals Brown ............... Psychology
Jeffrey Ryan Buczynski ........... Chemistry, Psychology
Chrisiopher James Bugeya .... French
JoshuaÁdam Burke .. ............ .......... ............. English
Denise Bustillos ....... .......... Spanish
Kelly Amanda Butler .............. Latin American Studies
SPanish
Kirsten Forsythe Callorvay Smith ..... Political Science
Kristen Lain Campbell ..... Chemistry
Carl Philip Carlson ................... Individualized Studies
Oscar Clark Carr IV.................... ... Political Science
Evan Kendall Carter .......................... Political Science
Adele Leigh Caruth ........... Anthropology, Psychology
Erin Leigh Caruth ............... English
Mark Joieph Casipit ............... Economics
José Ramon Castañeda ........... Latin American Studies
Political Science, SPanish
Eric Harvey Chandler, Jr. .................. Political Science
Susannah Balentine Chester....... International Studies
Political Science
Elizabeth Lynn Clernons .............. Biological Sciences
Michele Jan Cohen ........................................... History
Stephen Gray Collier .................................. Psychology
Kristin Dianâ Cooper ...................................... . Spanish
Rebecca Diane Corley ................................ Psychology
Chinara Aisha Coulthurst Psychology
Meghan Quinn Cox...................................... .. . Spanish
Kelly Cruse PsYchologY
Amáncla Cruz """ " " English
with Creative Writing Specialization
John Daniel Cummins .... Philosophy
Jessica Nicole Dah1............................ Political Science
Aishah A. Davis .................... ..... International Studies
Amber Lynn Davis .................... ............ . Psycho1ogy
Kathryn Elizabeth Dehne . Sociology
Maryánn Greene Delea..... Psychology
David Deleon ...... .. ..'........ English
Shelley Stewart DeMaria....... .......... ............... Spanish
Nichoias Neil Deutsch ....Psychology
JeromeR.Devadoss............ PoliticalScience
Religious Studies
Norberto Diaz, Jr'....... ...... Spanish
Tamara Louise Dickey ............ '...... ......... .Psychology
Ainsley Nicole Dietz ......................... ...... Psychology
MeghanAliciaDiNapoli........... Psychology
Ashley Catherine Do1lar............... Biological Sciences
Amy Anne Dominguez ........................... Anthropolo€y
- 
Individualized Studies, Religious Studies
Mary Kate Donovan ...................... .. ...... .. Psychology
Matihew James Dukowitz. Psychology
Ashley Hayes Duncan .................... ..... ..... Psychology
Destiny Michelle Duron .................... ........ Economics
International Studies
Theoclole N. Elliott ...............' Psychology
Fundime Dina Elmazi .... Psychology
Darci Nicole Eswein ............... Psychology
PatriciaMarianEvans................. Psychology
Matthew William Ewing.............. ... ....... .. .... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Virginia Kathryn Fade ................... ..........
Lisa Elizabeth Ferdinand..........
Richald J. Femy .................. History, Religious Studies
Robert Nathân Fieldsmith .. .......... ...... .....Psychology
Tiffany Beth Fincher.............. Psychology
Fletcher Dugan westfeldt Fitzpatrick äiåij
Shay Fluharty International Studies, Spanish
Cristina Leigh Foster .................. ... ...... ...Psychology
Jennifer Marie Garms ............ ........... ..... ..... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
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Katherine Elizabeth Gavounas ......................... History
Williarn Drennon Gervin ............................ Psychology
Alexsandra Ghez-Pope English, Spanish
Taylor Lee Gist ................... Psychology
Lindsay Elizabeth Goodner .. English
Political Science
Tanny Ursula Graham.............. Sociology
Kristen Denise Gray ......................................... English
Claudia Maria Guerrero.................................... Spanish
Matthew Alexander Guthrie . English
Lauren Elizabeth Haas ................ International Studies
Jason Andrew Ha11 ................. Economics, Psychology
Jerry Roger Hall English, Public Policy
Ashley Marie Hamilton .............. International Studies
Damon Bealie Hancock III ........................... Sociology
Cyrus Wayne Haralson ... Philosophy
Political Science
William Michael Harber, Jr. . History
Alicia Nicole Harden .................. International Studies
Political Science
Courtney Anne Harris ....................................... History
Ryan Matthew Hart........................... Religious Studies
Lauren Jean Hartje ............................. Political Science
Blake P. Haws ....... German, Spanish
Natalie Lily Hawwa ...................... Italian Area Studies
Thomas Campbell Hays, Jr................ Political Science
Amanda Er-in Henkes ........
JesAlexis Herman .............
Cameron Elizabeth Hess ..
Meredith Ann Hess ...........
Lavada Geanette Hill ........















































Mary-Ellen Wesson Lahy .. ............ Anthropology
Biological Sciences
Sheela Lakhani..
Daniel Scott Lane ............
.. International Studies
Matthew Michael Leahy Psychology
Julie Aline Lindley............................. Political Science
Winston Benjamin Line..................... Political Science
Crystal Lynn Logan .................................... Psychology
Martha Elena L6pe2................ Latin American Studies
Public Policy
John R. Losinger .... Political Science
Public Policy
Gabrielle DéAnne Rh'enea Loveless .............. Political
Science
Christina Reddy Leone
Christy Dawn Lents ....
Erin Kathleen Lichty ..





Sarah Dullea Lyman .......
Hollis Elizabeth Marsh ...
Amber Nicole Marshall ..
Patrick Lee McBride.......
Sibyl Anne McCarley .....
Stewart Wilcox McCloud




















Spanish Alison Anne McKinney .... SociologyStudies Ryan Clinton Mclaughlin Economics
Deborah Elizabelh McMullen
Maury Alann Meekins ....
AsimY. Merchant, Jr. .....
Ashley Beth Merren........
with Creative Writing Specialization







Mildred Elizabeth Musslewhite ....................... History
Helen Angelique Myers ......... Economics, Psychology
David Merrill Neher, Jr............................... Psychology
Charles Crady Newton................................ Psychology
Kinshasa Shaba LaGail Newton........ Political Science
Douglas James Morris ..
Griffrn Wesley Morris ...
Alice Miller Morrison...
Alicia Ellen Moss .........
Annett S. Mukasa...-......
Elizabeth-Marie Dan Chau Nguyen .......
Katherine Constantine Nicholson ..........
Francisco Nieto ..................
Kendrick Menill Nobles...
James Blake Norvell ..............
Sarah Jacqueline A. Jeffray .
Elaine Lloyd Jelnigan ..........
Ashley Diane Johnson .........
Devonric Datrell Johnson ....
Erika Diane Johnson ............
Tramaine Michelle Johnson
Rhonda Leigh Johnston .......
Afshan A. Kabani.................
Jamie Rene Kennedy .........
Brian James Ketcham ........
Susamei Khamphong .........
Lindsay Alison Kiernan .....
DaeEun Kim......
Keylon Markee Kincade....
Matthew Mclendon King .
Zoe Marie LaRose .............
Dominic Neal Lacy ............
Rebecca Elizaheth Ladner .
Irais Odria Psychology
...... German Area StudiesErica Kristine Oehlerking
Elic Christian Olsen ......................................... History
Ashley Beth Ormand ............... Psychology, Sociology
McKenzie Gaillard Osborne . Spanish
Constânce Airey Parker ........... Psychology, Sociology
Bethany Gail Parsons..................... English, Sociology
Leah Abbie Patipa................. Psychology
Kenni Marie Patton ................. Psychology
Jessica Danielle Pence................. History, Psychology
John Martin Perkins IIL..................... Political Science
Douglas Collier Phi11ips ................... Religious Studies
Lilin Phng.......... ..............Psychology
CarlosLorenzoPonce................. Economics
Jennifer Kimberly Pray ..................... Political ScienceHistory
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Lindsey Cesilie Price ........................................ Spanish
Meredith Elizabeth Price ............................ Economics
Quia S. Querismâ.............................................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Abbie Michelle Quinn ................ Sociology
Moumita Rahman ............................................. History
Michete Adams Reese ....................... Political Science
Brandon Clay Reimer ........... Physics
Shawn Christopher Remek ... History
Derek Nathan Rice.................... Economics
Jennifer Lauren Richter ..............................Psychology
John Chester Riecke .......................... Political Science
Christopher Walter Robetlson, Jr. ........... Public Policy
Shereetta Lynn Robertson .......................... Psychology
Dena Marie Rodlick ..................... Italian Area Studies
Jelemy Ryan Roebuck .......... English
Michelle Genevieve Rogers................. Latin American
Studies, Spanish
Cristyn Ruth Rohloff .................................. Psychology
Carah Dawn Ronan ................................. Anthropology
Cindy Michelle Rui2.................... Psychology, Spanish
Elizabeth Jane Ryan .......................................... English
Kelly Elissa Ryan ............................................. Spanish
Stephanie Loraine Ryan ............................ Psychology
omar Salas .. ........... .... ..... spanish
Dara Salem ....... English, Psychology
Wesley Leon Salzar ................ Economics
Elizabeth Dee Samara....... Psychology
Stacey Lauren Sanchez Grossman ............ Psychology
Rebecca Ann Sanders ....................................... English
with Creative WrÌting Specialization
Guillermo Santos III ....... Economics
John Mark Saviers .............. Economics
John L. Schaffler IV ......................................... English
Kyle Morris Schindler Political Science
Mark A. Scott, Jr. .......................... Biological Sciences
Allison M. Segal ...................... Psychology, Sociology
Kimbelly Lensey Sellers .. Chemistry
Britt Laina Semler ..................
Salman Sheikh Shahid ............
Sally Ann Sharp ......................
Karina Prem Shroff .................
Susan Ashley Sides .................
Mary Elizebeth Sikora ............
Susanne Courtney Starling ..................... Anthropology
Aureyelle Lynnette Stewart .......... Biological Sciences
Adam Phenton Stoermer......................... Anthropology
Maureen Ann Stolberg ......
Julia Allison Stump ...........
Beau Hamilton Sydes .......
Lauren L. Symcox ............
Jo Ann Talley ...




Sarah Katherine Thomas .................................. English
Tade Haris Thuston .................................. Psychology
William Lee Thuston ........................................ English
Rebecca Ann Tiemann ...................................... History
Courtney Paige Todd ......... English, Religious Studies
Daniel A. Townsend.......... .... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Blake R. Towsley ............. Political Science
Despina Leandros Trejos ............................ Psychology
Michael Adams Tr€nary ............................. Economics
Scott Carlile Trimble .................... Economics, History
Ashley Lomaine Tucker .............................. Psychology
Cristina Annette Uranga ......... Latin American Studies
Public Policy
Avelina Connie Vargas.................................. Sociology
Nadia Patricia Vaughan.............................. Psychology
Allyson Leah Vaughn ........................ Political Science




Kimberlee Deonne Walter .......................... Psychology
CarrieTaylolWeatherly................ Sociology
Shadetria Renee Weathers .......................... Psychology
Jennifer Alexis Wells .................................. Psychology
Salah Allison Wickline English, Psychology
Stephanie Susan Williams .... English
Lester Franklin Williamson IIL.................. Economics
Ashley Rose Wilson .......................................... Spanish
Augusta Elliott Wilson ..................................... History
Newton Walton Wilson IV................................ Histoly
Sara Elizabeth Wincorn .................................... English
Parker McAlister Worth.................................... History
Lauren Ashley Wright....................................... English
with Creative Wrìting Specialization
Karen Michelle Yapp ........................................ Spanish
Jonâthan Randy Yim ............ German
Jennifer T. Zon ..,........................................... Chemistry
Sarah Wynn Zorger ........................................... English














Koly Ann Theemling ...............
Jessica Joi Thomas .................-.
Laura Marie Vin ue ...........................
Allyson Vistica
Ashley Elizabeth Waggener.............









Emily Ann Skrehot .............. Philosophy
Zachary Adarn Small ............... Psychology, Sociology
JennifèrLynnSmiley............... Mathematics
Jeremy Tucker Smith ......................... Political Science
Kristin Anne Smith ....................... Biological Sciences
Giovanni Solorzano ........ Economics
Analise Spalten .............. Psychology
Mary Margaret Stagliano............ International Studies
Melinda Standfield........................................ Chemistry
Austin James Starkey ........................................ English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Degree of Bøchelor of Science
Petel Mills Aburrow .................... Economics Lydia Nadine Babbitt... ...
with Finance Applications
Mustafa Hussamuddin Alibhai ..... Biological Sciences Brian Hull Bailey...... .. ..
LaurenJayneAnderson............... Economics
with Finance Applications Brandon G. Balnett..........
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with Finance Applications
Rachel Lee BeI1............................. Biological Sciences
Lesli Diana Bothwell ............................... Mathematics
Lauren Houston 8radley............... Biological Sciences
Kyle P. Burke Economics
with Finance Applications




Farah Mansurali Charania Mathematics
John Austin Cuny ................. Mathematics
Adam James Dicus ................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Jessica Rae DiGiampaolo ............. Biological Sciences
John Robert Doan .................................... Biochemistry
Itoro Okon Ekwere .............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Fundime Dina Elmazi .......
Lauren Autumn Evans ......
Shilpa Kanti Gandhi .........
Peria Jane Gober ...............
with Finance Applications
Ali Akberali Gowani .............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Ashleigh Kathleen Graham .......... Biological Sciences
MaryKatherineGriffin................ Sociology
Travis Benjamin Hamilton Economics
wrth Finance Applications
Jason Brandon Hancock . Economics
with Finance Applications
Amanda Erin Henkes ........ Chemistry
An Binh Trong Ho ................................... Mathematics
Shirley Lee Ho .............................. Biological Sciences
Justin James Hoffrnan............ Economics
with Finance Applications
Josh B. Holmes ........... Anthropology
Jaime Hurtado Mathematics









.. Economics Allyson Taylor Yancey
with Finance Applications
Economics Timothy Charles Yates .
with Finance Applications Justin RobeltYoung .....
Degree of Bøchelor of I:[ørnønities
Susan Volk Kagan ....................................... Humanities
Degree of Bøchelor of Soci,øl Stiences
Edmundo Lazcano Alcantara ..................... Economics
Sheni Elizabeth Butler Loennborn ......... Biochemistry
Joseph James Mahoney ........ Physics
Eric Michael Micek ................ Mathematics
Scott D. Miller .. Biological Sciences
Chantel Charise Morris .................................... Physics
Stephanie Jullien Muylaert........... Biological Sciences
Aaron Paul Nall ................... Mathematics
Uyen Chi Nguyen .............. Economics
Paul Samuel Ohanian............. Mathematics
Rebecca Jo Oppedal...................... Biological Sciences
RyanChristopherParish.........,..-. Economics
wlth Finance Applications
Vinod K. Pathrose ........... Economics
with Finance Applications
MathematicsAbigail Marie Paulson
Jeremy Vincent Perry. ....... Economics
James Blake Pond ......
Maham Rahimi ..........
Kevin Patrick Reynolds





Michael Joseph Shearn II Mathematics
Physics
Anand Sitaram ............. Biochemistry
Rachael Elizabeth Slocum-Johnson ............. Sociology
Warren John Sonnen .............. Mathematics
MaryMargaretStagliano.............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Hilary Pence Steinway Mathematics
Judith Anne Tessema ............................... Biochemistry
Royce Leon Tidwell ............... Economics
Huong Thanh Truong.................................... Chemistry
AdamThomasTunks................. Economics
Liana Valentina Vetter.............................. Mathematics







Christie K. Hicks ................. Social Sciences
Annabel Holt Atherton ..... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Sara Shereen Bakhshian .. Journalism







Regina Adrienne Davis ...........
Jessica Alexandre ......................................... Journalism
Patience Pokua Amoakohene ............................. Music
MelissaDawnAnderson.............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
..... Social Sciences
..... Social Sciences
IN M¡noows ScHooL oF THE ARTS
Patricia Harrington Delaney, Marshal
Peter Noble, Marshal




Caroline Delano Bales ..... Journalism
Briana Noel Barentine .....Journalism
Malissa Lindsay 8arth............................... Advertising
Jennifer Lynu Beck.................. Advertising
Guy John Bellaver ........... Journalism
Amber Louise Benson ...................... Electronic Media
Elissa Berchelmann ...................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Amanda Claile Birdsong .. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
LindseyRenardBlack................. Advertising
Brian Nathan Bookatz .................... Cinema-Television
Chlistine Lynn Booth ....... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
JarieAntoinette Bradley .............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Jennifer Lauren Brickman Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Baily Dianne 8riggs ....................... Cinema-Television
Claire Cravens Browdel ... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Ann Miller Byne .................. Advertising
Chelsea Howland Canne11 ......................... Advertising
Mâtthew James Casperson ............. Cinema-Television
Lisa Becker Coe ............. Advertising
Emili Helene Cohen................ Advertising
Katherine Cleveland Congdon Advertising
Adam Harold Conway .................... Cinema-Television
Courtney Ann Cooper' .................................. Journalism
RebeccaDianeCorley............... Advertising
Margaret Lynn Covelt....... Advertising
Kelly Beth Crawford........... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
JacquelineLeeCrcger............... Advertising
Lolita Isabel Cupas ................ Advertising
Winston Stuart Cutshall .................. Cinema-Television
Lauren Tinsley Daniel ................................ Art History
Kimberly Michelle Daniell ........................ Advertising
Art History
Stephanie Elise Daniels .... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Dareth Ann Dargusch .... Advertising
Mel'edith Lynn Davies ...... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Lindsay Marie Davis ................................... Journalism
CarolynLamondDaysh................. Cotporate
Communications & Public Affairs
ShelleyStewartDeMaria............. ArtHistory
NoÌberto Diaz, Jr............... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Stephanie Ray Dickerson . Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Cameron D'Et Dixon........ Advertising
Margaret Louise Donohoe Advertising
MichaelLangleyDorff................. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Katie McMaster Dotts ............................... Advertising
JustinMichaelDowney............. Advertising
Ashley Hayes Duncan ............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Emily Blidget Eckner ..................... Cinena-Television
Nicole Lee Evans ................. Advertising
Eustacia Ann Filippone . Advertising
Tiffany Beth Fincher.............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
William Mueller Fisher II............... Cinema-Television
Tiffany Ann Fleming............. Advertising
Courtney Elizabeth Fox ................................ Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Danielle Lee Free.................... Advertising
Shelagh Pilar Garcia................ Advertising
Katherine Beth Gentzler.... Advertising
Suzanne Rene Gerard .. .. Art History
Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Piper Anne Ginsburg............ Advertising
Samara Elisabeth Godine2.................. Communication
Arts :Television/Radio
Natalie Collera Golden ................................ Journalism
Christine Morgan Grayson Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Meghan Elizabeth Grebing ......................... Art History
Patricia Simmons Gregory Advertising
Anton Christopher Grindl II ...................... Advertising
Zandra Hadnot Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Kelly Jean Ha1ley ............................ Cinema-Television
Nancy Kathleen Hammer . Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Matthew John Hannan ... Advertising
Elizabeth Dearing Hansen Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
*Bennett Wiley Hartsel.................. Honors Art History
Rachael Kristen Hatcher............................ Advertising
Natalie Lily Hawwa ..................................... Journalism
Rogers Brandon Healy .............................. Advertising
Whitney Ware Hellman ... Journalism
Patricia Lynne Henson.................... Cinema-Television
Lindsay James Hightower .......................... Art History
Victoria Elizabeth Hillman Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Teisha-Vonique Shereece Hood ................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Shelly Gail Hurnphlies .. Advertising
Darnell Renee Jean ..................................... Art History
Mary Kate Jenkins ...................................... Art History
AngelaChristineJones.................. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Sarah Elizabeth Jordan ................... Cinema-Television
Julia Layne Kanneman ..... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
William Worthington Benton Keith ........... Art History
Laura McNeill Kimbelly Advertising
Antonina Marie Knell .... Advertising
Melissa Anne Knowles .... Journalisn.t
Catherine Prunell Kovacevich ................... Advertising
KendraDeniseLacey................. Advertising
Susan Lea Lawson .......................... Cinema-Television
Benjamin John Lipsett ... Advertising
Craig Andrew Lucie ..................................... Journalism
Waymee Lwin ................................. Cinema-Television
Dallas Lynn Marshall ...... Joulnalism
JordanRebeccaMarshall............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Gr-egorio Robert Martinez Advertising
Meredith Louise Mathews Advertising
Courtney Frances Mayon Advertising
Allison Leigh McCutcheon Corporâte
Communications & Public Affairs
Wade Compton McDonald ............. Cinema-Television
Meredith Lea McKee ..... Advertising
+Degree awarded posthumously
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Ryan Elizabeth McNamara ......................... Journalism
Meghan Kay McPartland........ Advertising
David Mclnnis McRae .................... Cinema-Television
Monica Meredith Menser .......................... Advertising
Nicole Ronae Merkledove ...... Music
Katherine Lee Meniam .................. Cinema-Television
Laura Ashley Miller ..................................... Journalism
Robin Leslie Morgan .............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Mâtthew Alexander Muns Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Samantha Elizabeth Mynatt ...................... Advertising
Sarah Allison Neubach ..... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Jacqueline Alicia Nochisaki Advertising
Shandra Eleca Norman ............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Philip LaRue Orwig................. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Bethany Christina Padnuk Advertising
Katherine Alice Parkhouse Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Amanda Jo Paschal ...................................... Journalism
CynthiaGabrielaPére2.................. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Stephanie Pier .................... ..... Music
Celia Quiroga Advertising
Steven Edward Reindl ................ Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Jennifer Lauren Richter ............................. Advertising
LaurenChristianRoberson........... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Kimberly Michelle Sciallo ........................ Advertising
Hannah Elizabeth Seddelmeyer .................. Journalism
Erin Elizabeth Simmons .. Journalism
Sanjiv Singh Solanki ................................... Journalism
Kathryn Lawson Springfield Advertising
Anne Lowry Stamper...................... Cinema-Television
Sarah Ann Stoesser ........ Advertising
Jennifer Shawn Swanson Advertising
Kristina Shelley Swartzendrube¡................ Art History
Emily Tidholm Advertising
AngelaBethTorrey...................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Lindsay Rae Towers............... Corporate

























Hunter Hamilton Tuck ......
Douglas Umana.
Ainsley Christine Vail .......
Nicholas Taylor Walker ....
Kimberlee Deonne Walter
Alicia Anne Weaver ..........
Chad S. White
BarbaraHerwigaWolf................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Meredith Stevens Wood.... Corporâte
Communications & Public Affairs
Jonathan Randy Yim ............... Music
Marshel Fishan Adams ..................................... Theatre
Shalin Agarwal .. .................... Theatre
Avye Mersini Alexandres ..... Theatre
Stephen Arment. .................... Theatre
Olivia Baird Banaszak Dance Performance
Erika Anne Beckles ...................... Dance Perfonnance
Janine N. Beckles ......................... Dance Performance
Rebekah Suzanne Benham ........................... Studio Art
Nicole Lanie Berastequi ....... Theatre
Catherine Martens Betz .... Studio Att
Jennifer Lynn Bronstein 
....... Theatre
Lauren Elizabeth Combs .............................. Studio Arr
Seryio Pablo Cruz ......................................... Studio Art
Allison Janette Darby ....................................... Theatre
Ashley Rose Darryl ..................................... Art History
Amanda Rae Dunbar .................................. Art History
Brian David Fredelick .......... Theatre
Virginia Claire Fry ............................................ Theatre
Sarah Elizabeth Fullen...................................... Theatre
Derrick Anthony Gordon .............. Dance Perfbrmance
Todd Michael Haberkorn ...... Theatre
Degree of Bøchelor of Fine At ts
Døgree of Bøchelor of Music
Carl Christophe Ferre-Lang ..
Emily Amanda Johnson ...........
Lindsay Beth Nieves ................
Timothy Matthew O'Brien ......
Kristin Nicole Ohlson ..............
Andrew Nathan Packard ..........
Michael Edwin Hanson, Jr. .. Theatre
John Moncure Henderson IV ....................... Studio Art
Cort Harrison Hightower 
...... Theatre
Matthew Ryan Humphrey .... Theatl.e
Erika Diane Johnson ......................................... Theatre
Travis Jacob Ke11ey....................... Dance Performance
Virginia Erin Kull ............................................. Theatre
Helen Tully Lewis....................................... Art History
Kasha Cerise Liggett .................... Dance Performance
Benjamin Ryan Lutz ............. Theatre
Schuyler Scott Mâstain ......... Theatre
Molly Matthews .................... Theatre
Blidget Marie McGowan .............. Dance Performance
Iman Nazemzadeh ............................................ Theatre
Genniva Greer Nichols ..................................... Theatre
Erin Elizabeth O'Leary................. Dânce Performance
Brandiss LaShai Seward ....... Theatre
Bree Sunshine Smith ........................................ Theatre
Franklin Aylmer Stanley ............................... Studio Arr
Michael L. Turner, Jr ........... Theatre
Stephanie Leigh Wright..... 
..... Dance
Performance
Brandon Chesley Beck . French Horn
Performance
Clint Edward Brown ....................... Viola Performance
Megan Marie Burlison................... Voice Performance
Freya Casey ........ Voice Performance
Jane Katherine Daniels ................... Cello Performance
Steven Vincent Devlin .................. Music Composition
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Stephen Christopher Page ............ Violin Performance
Christopher Joseph Pineda .......... .. Tuba Performance
Ashley Ruth Ragle ..................... Clarinet Performance
James Diderot Rodriguez Voice Performance
Brandon Michael Scott Voice Performance
IN EowrN L. Cox Scnool oF BUsINESs
Chris E. Hogan, Marshal
Gregory Sommers, Marshal
Degree of Bøchelor of Bøsiness Ad'm'inistt,øtio'tc
Jonathan Eu-Ming Tsay ................. Piano Performance
Patrick Mark Jonathan Unkenholz .... Music Education
Voice Performance
Carrie Lynn Zaryski ........................... Music Education
Eric Harvey Chandler, Jr. ................. General Business
Ananpong Chaochotechuang...... Financial Consulting
Jialiang Chen..... .................... Finance
Alexander William Cherones .. '......... . '........ Finance
Laura schwall clawson Marketing
Jared Travis Cloud .................'................. ..' Marketing
Jeremy Todd Coker ................................... ..... Finance
Stephen Gray Collier' ........................ General Business
Daniela Abete.... ........... Management
Francisco Javier Adame ............ . Financial Consulting
Brooke N. Adams.......... .... ".......... ..'...... Accounting
Andrew Mark Aiken ................... Financial Consulting
Jeffrey S. Allen . Real Estate Finance
Lindsay Alyse Allen ............................. ...... Marketing
Sajida Sajjad Amir ............................... ...'.. Marketing
Pintu Amlatlal ....................... Finance
Danny Issam Anbouba..................................'. Finance
Amy Diane Anclien ................... ... .......... ..... Finance
Jakob Achdam Andersen .......... ... ....... ....... Marketing
Laulen Jayne Anderson ................ ..... .......... . Finance
Robelt Wa1terAnderson ....................... .......... Finance
Miranda Annette Auger ......................... ..... Marketing
Stewart Edward Arledge .......................... Management
Trevor Lane Ashurst .................................. Accounting
Lydia Nadine 8abbitt.................................... ... Finance
Christopher Isam 8alat ..................... General Business
Florence Maria Balzaretti General Business
Daniel F. Barber .......................................... Accounting
Alexis Elaine 8a1ker ......................................... Finance
James Houston Barnes III..................... ...... Marketing
Scott Austin Barnes ............... Management
Alfonso Ban'era Real Estate Finance
Ann Kathleen Baty ..........
Kylie Katherine Beal .......
Jennifer Rae Beaudreault.














Jason Thomas Dageiewic2.......................... . Marketing
Elin Michiko Daig1e ..................................... Marketing
John Hunter Dale IV ....................... ................. Finance
Matt Alan Darrah .............. . . Finance
Reed Cochran Darsey ........................... ...'. Marketing
Wayne Blake Davey II .. ....... Finance
Rui Miguel De Sousa........................ General Business
Taylor Cole Delfin ............................ General Business
Dennis Dempsey, Jr. ......................................... Finance
Kimberly R. Denkhaus .....Marketing
Melissa Anne Devlin ............. ............ ... .'..... Finance
Reshma Karim Dhanani ........................... Accounting
Jose Rogelio Diaz Cucalon .. Finance
Manuel Diaz .......................... Finance
Grant Austin Dickey ......................... General Business
Dana Dee Dittmar .............. ... Finance
Dustin Bentley Donnell .................................... Finance
Desmond John Donohoe II ........... Real Estate Finance
Sharon Elizabeth Dowd ................................ Marketing
Meredith Lynne Dulaney ............................ Accounting
Melvin LeRoy Dunsworth III ........................... Finance
Randy Lewis Ellington ......... Finance
Arthur Joseph Emmanuel ..... Finance
Johnnie Robert Eredini, Jr. ...Finance
Justin M. Erspamer ............... Finance
Patricia Marian Evans.............................. .. . Marketing
Mark Steven Fabich ...................... Real Estate Finance
Lisa Elizabeth Ferdinand Management
Julia Hyacinth Fernandez ..... Finance
Alan P. Fess ...........................Finance
Timothy Oliver Fields...... . . Finance
Halsey Robert Fischer ............................... ...... Finance
Brenda Roxanne Flaming .................. ....... Accounting
Vr'illard Scott Fletcher....................................... Finance
Lindsey Megan Flyg ............................ ... Management
Information Systems
Allyson Bryan Foreman ... Marketing
Milana Viatcheslavovna Gabrielova............. Marketing
Shilpa Kanti Gandhi ......................................... Finance
Leon Lakeram Ganesh ...................................... Finance
Gregory Brian Garrison ........ Finance
Brad L. Gescheider ....................... . '..... .. ..Marketing
Margaux Edgene Gillman. Marketing
Bhanu Golchha Financial Consulting
Brett Allison Boeck ......................
Michal Lukasz Borowicz ..............
Michael John Boswell ..................
Amber N. Copeland
Mark Adam Coultas






Jonique D. Bremond .........
Kristopher Lee Briggs ......
Stuart Harvey Bright .........
Oxana Frederika Brown....
David A. Brumbalow ........










-...- Real Estate Finance
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Paul Miguel Golovato .. Management
Information Systems
Ali Akberali Gowani .............. Management
Information Systems
Ashleigh Kathleen Grahani .............. General Business
Tanny Ursula Graham................................... Marketing
Crystal Michelle Gray ...................................... Finance
Stephen Douglas Greenwell, Jr. .................... Financial
Melissa Dee Grimm............... 
^t;i"ililËDavid Ainsworth Gross .................................... Finance
Kristen Leigh Gross ....................................4ccounting
Claudia Maria Guerrero.............. Financial Consulting
Ryan Michael Gummer ........ Finance
Sarah Lee Hagar ................ General Business
Natalie Nicole Hanson................................ Accounting
Sterling Wesley Harris ............................. Management
Kimberly Erin Harvey . Management
Information Systems
Rachael Kristen Hatcher............................... Marketing
Benjamin J. Hautt ......................................... Marketing
Lindsey Shawn Havens ..................... General Business
Lindsey M. Hawkins ............. Finance
Laura Lane Hays ................... Accounting
Edward Roy Heatter ......................................... Finance
Michael J. Heffernan ............ Finance
Mary Katherine Hernphill Marketing
Russell Alan Henson......................................... Finance
Jeremy Bryan Herbel .................................... Marketing
Monica Michelle Herod.................... General Business
Adam N. Higginbotham ............. Financial Consulting
Lindsay M. Higgins .......................................... Finance
Michael Wightman Hixon .......................... Accounting
Allison M. Ho1der......................................... Marketing
Lacey Ann Horn .......................... Financial Consulting
Martin Payne Howard ................................... Marketing
StephenJamesHoward.............. Accounting
Trevor Chance Hubbard................ Real Estate Finance
Kevin Michael Hudson,.................................... Finance
Jessica Marie Hughes ................................... Marketing
Ryan Eric Hutter ................ Accounting
Elisabeth Lara Hyland ...... Marketing
Thomas Scott Isenhour' .. Accounting
Nausheen Jacob............................................. Marketing
Elaine Lloyd Jernigan ....... Mârketing
Shama G. Jhaveri ........................ Financial Consulting
Michael Elias John............................................ Finance
Katherine McKenzie Johnson .......................... Finance
Camilla Calloway Johnston .......................... Marketing
Mireya Jorba Aliacar' ........................................ Finance
Matthew Paul Jurecky...... 
..... Finance
Alissa Miranda Kaiser ............................. Management
Tietjen Jeanne Kammerer............................. Marketing
Kan¿iya Nitin Kapadia ..................................... Finance
Alenka Kejzar ................... Marketing
Robert James Kelly 1II.................. Real Estate Finance
Daniel Jeffrey Kimes ........................................ Finance
Joyann Marie
Danika Mary
Lisa Ann Koetter ...
John Sears Kuelbs.
Hunter Proffitt Lidde11 ...................................... Finance
Kasha Cerise Lig9ett ........................................ Finance
Kieu Koum Lim ................................ General Business
William Roy Logan ................ Management
Kristopher Lawrence Lowe ........................ Accounting
Justin Lowenfield.................................. Organizational
Behavior & Business Policy
Valerie Lu 
.. Finance
Benjamin Qui Phu Luong ..... Finance
Jason Segrest Luter ........................................... Finance
Minh C. Ly Managernent
Information Systems
Jeffrey Ryan Mackey ........................ General Business
Rebecca Dawn Magness ... Marketing
Krystel Ravina ManansaIa............................ Marketing
Elizabeth Anne Marberry General Business
Luis Enrique Maltinelli-Linares.............. Management
Phillip Edward Mattek................................ Accounring
Eric Thomas Matthews ....
Dorothy Ivy McCraw.......
Scott Austin Mclntosh .....
Ashley Victoria McKeand
James Bryant Mclamole.





Amanda Lynn Lamont ...............
Charles Robert Lrndry ..............

















Lucy Diane Mi1ler......................................... Marketing
Donald Roosevelt Mitchell, Jr. ......... General Business
Blitt Elaine Moen ......................................... Marketing
Ryan Patrick Moffett ........................................ Finance
Matthew Ryan Montes ..... ..... Finance
Ruben Moodley. .................... Finance
KatherineAnnMoore................ Accounting
Ashley Brooke Moss ......................... General Business
Robert Leigh Moyle .......................... General Business
Gina Ghias Mussulman ........ Finance
Anahita Naeini ...................... Finance
Colleen Elizabeth Nay ...................................... Finance
Carlton Andre' Nedd ..................................... Marketing
Meron Negash ....................... Finance
Florence Siu Man Ng........................................ Finance
Elizabeth-Marie Dan Chau Nguyen ............. Marketing
Scott Gregory Nichols ................................ Accounting
Dustin Taylor Odham ....................................... Finance
Erica Kristine Oehlerking......... Accounting
Nathan Michael Oehrlein Accounting
Toritseju Uzochnkwuka Ogharaerumi ...... Accounting
Christian Philip Opsahl ........ Finance
Joseph David Orscheln General Business
Nicholas Keith Osborn ......... Finance
Brent Robert Ozenbaugh 
...... Finance
Curtis Edward Parker.................................... Marketing
Brian Paul Parks.................. 
.. Finance
Richard Rhett Parsons ...................... General Business
Payal H. Patel .............................. Financial Consulting
Suenitaben S. Patel .............. Management
Vinod K. Pathrose 
.......... Accounting
Kenni Malie Patton ........................... General Business
Rachel Erin Payne............................................. Finance
Pele K. Peacock 
.... General Business
Lauren Michelle Peoples .................................. Finance
Kristen Nicole Peterson .............................. Accounting
Whitney Marissa Phelps-Brown ....................... Finance
Lilin Phng .......... 
................ Marketing
Anne Harlan Phyfer ....................................Accounting
Janina Pickenpack ............................................. Finance
Madeline Seville Podesta 
..... Finance
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Robert W. Quach................ ... Finance
John Alexander Reis ..................... ... ........... Marketing
Andrew James Rivers ...................... ................ Finance
Joshua Warren Roberts .................................... Finance
Rachel Lynne Roberts.................... .............. Marketing
Christopher Walter Robertson, Jr. ...... ......... Financial
Consulting
Ross Michael Robin ...................... Real Estate Finance
Malcos Geraldo Romo.......................... Organizational
Behavior & Business PolicY
Jennifer Diane Rooks ............. ..... .......... .... Marketing
Jennifer Kimberly Pray ..........
Christopher Forre.t Pt"tt..... ..::::...
Robert James Presthus
Jeffrey Vr'illiam Preston ....... ."......
Lindsey Cesilie Price.... .... ....... ..

















Jill Dolores Staton ................
Amanda Dale Steele .............
Trenton Ames Stephenson ..........




Yasmeen Yusuf Tadia ..................
.................... Accounting
Nancy Krueger Taylor
William Collins Taylor IV
Kristen Marie Tchon ........
Judith Anne Tessema .......


















Dianna Yolanda Schmitz ...
John Andrew ScuddaY ......
Thomas M. Seale IV
Cristina Velia Seaman ..................
Eric Cregory Sea1nan.........,.........
Sara Elizabeth Shackellord,........
Luke Cameron Shagets ................
Rolando Alberto Shahani Millan..
Michelle Jones Shelton...
Ryan Elizabeth Shore .....
Emily Ann Skrehot .........
Bertram Alexandel Smith
Charles Callaway Smith ....................... .
Patricia Fatima Sosa Navarro
Alexis Souyoul ..
Victoria E. Spurgin .................
Bryan Field St. Eve.................
Elizabeth Cecile St. Lawrence
Kimberly Ann Stapleton .........
Christopher Shay Testa ...........
Matthew Chrisman Thompson
William Lee Thuston ..............
Jason Alan Timothy ................
Blake R. Towsley ....................
Tuan Trau
...................... Marketing








Elizabeth Trevizo ........................................ Accounting
Brandon Lyle Trirnble................... Real Estate Finance
Laurcn Devlin Trussell ..................................... Finance
Adam Thomas Tunks .................. Financial Consulting
Nathân Robert Ungarean ...... Finance
Lourdes Maria Villa Abascal ........................ Marketing
Lacie Kather-ine Vincent ............................... Marketing
Laura Marie Virtue............................ General Business
AdrianaVitkova .......'.... " 'Finance
Alayne Marie Volfson ....................... ...... Management
Information Systems
Carrie Walsh...... '. ....... .. .Marketing
Edward Michael Walsh ..................................... Finance
Ryan F. Wannemacher ................ Financial Consulting
Justin Matthew Vy'ebb........................ General Business
Jennifer Layne Whiting ....................... ..'.. Marketing
Amy Susan Williams .................................... Marketing
Daniel Edualdo Williams ................................. Fittance
Kristin Michelle Williams ....................... .. ' Marketing
Lester Franklin Williamson III .................. ...... Finance
Ashley Rose WiIson................................... ...... Finance
Jessica René Wintels .................... Real Estate Finance
Rachel Lynn Wright ......................................... Finance
AdamMatthewZiegler............... Accounting


















IN Scnoor oF ENGINEERING
JoséLtge, Marshal
Degreø of Bøchelor of Arts
Mattherv Alexander Gutherie
Anne Elizabeth Nelson .........
....... Computer Science
....... Computer Science
Curtis Edward Parker...................... Computer Science
Cankut Piyale ...... Computer Science
Javier Humbelto Ruiz Hemandez .... Computer Science
Kimberly Adams Bennett ............... Computer Science
Daniel Charles Carlis1e.............. Management Science
Farah Mansurali Charania .............. Computer Science
Christophel Lee Davis ................ Management Science
Jennifer Lynn Dietrich .................... Computer Science
Anna Frenkel ....... Computer Science
Jason Daniel Hale ........................... Computer Science
Timothy James Vernon Hamptotì ............ Manargeme¡t
Degree of Bøchelor of Science
Robert Neil Hart ............................. Computer Science
Muhammad Humair ........................ Computer Science
Grace Sunah Kim............................ Computer Science
Si Young Lee .................... Computer Science
Benjamin Qui Phu Luong.......... Management Science
Janice K. Mathews Computer Science
Kathryn Elaine Moffett.............. Management Science
Diem T. Nguyen .......................... Mânagement Science
Sabeena Urooj Rahman .................. Computer Science
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Shanta Yvonne Ramdhanny ........ Management Science
Deepa K. Solanki ............................ Computer Science
Warren John Sonnen ....................... Computer Science
Bennett Dale Strickland.................. Computer Science
Nantha Kumar Surkunalingam ....... Computer Science
Carolyn Jane Trimble ................ Management Science
Jessica Nicole Trimmel .............. Management Science
Ashley Kristyn VanMeter .......... Management Science
Liana Valentina Vetter................ Management Science
David Benton Walls, Jr. .............. Management Science
Kevin Patrick Reynolds ........... Computer Engineering
Andrew Thomas Rissing ......... Computer Engineering
Brandon Clay Reimer ........... Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie LaTrese Ross ........ Mechanical Engineering
Lisa Kathryn Stanglin........... Mechanical Engineering
Hilary Pence Steinway ......... Mechanical Engineering
Mark William Swadener, Jr. ....................... Mechanical
Engineering
Kawai Wong Mechanical Engineering







Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Electricøl Engineering
Edmond Imoh Akpan ................ Electrical Engineering Mark Richard Meyer................. Electrical Engineering
Sean Jarrod Bellah .................... Electrical Engineering Eric Michael Micek .................. Electrical fngineering
Lesli Diana Bothwell ................ Electrical Engineering Chantel Charise Moruis ............ Electrical Engineering
John Austin Cury ..................... Electrical Engineeling Pavel I. Otrokov ........................ Electrical Engineering
Tram B. Dao.............................. Electrical Engineering Sivaram Rajan ........................... Electrical Engineering
Judah Mordecai Epstein ........... Electrical Engineering Kevin Robert Schubert ............. Electrical Engineering
Toyletha LaShan Fort ............... Electrical Engineering Michael Joseph Shearn II ......... Electrical Engineering
Nicia M. Fullwood .................... Electrical Engineering Jason Thomas Stroud ................ Electrical Engineering
Eduardo Alfonso Garcia ........... Electrical Engineering John Brandon Wantland............ Electrical Engineering
An Binh Trong Ho .................... Electrical Engineering Jordan Ezra Yaker ..................... Electrical Engineering
Gregory C. Humphrey .............. Electrical Engineering
Degree of Bøcbelor of Science in Enyironrnentøl Enginee,rinø
Timothy Matthew O'Brien ................... Environmental Mayra Ortiz Environmental Engineering
Engineering
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in. Mechønicøl Engineering
Phillip Tumer Campbell ....... Mechanical Engineering
Megan Elizabeth Hamilton ... Mechanical Engineering
Casey Lea Houghton ............. Mechanical Engineering
Joseph James Mahoney ........ Mechanical Engineeling
Heather Rachelle Mark ......... Mechanical Engineering
Aaron Paul NaII .................... Mechanical Engineering
Abigail Marie Paulson .......... Mechanical Engineering
Erik Matthew Quijano .......... Mechanical Engineering
The May portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program
does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
The listings ofAugust 2003 and December 2003 graduates will be available at the conclusion of the ceremony from





IN Dno¡¿¡N CoI-rscr or HuIVI¡NITIES AND SclsNcss
Degree of Møster of Liberøl Arts






Degree of Møster of Bilinguøl Ed'wcøtion
GhazalaAliraza Merchant . .. .......... ."" ' Liberal Arts
Rebecca Tay Karkoska Parsons................. Liberal Arts













IN M¡¡oows ScHooL oF THE ARTs
Degree of Møster of ArTs
Lena Michele Carstens Arts Administration Kara Jill Montgomefy " " "" Arts Administration
ruria christina rhomas chesnev ;;;i;,;,,,tåi äliîL?rH;:lil äh;ä :..:::.....::: âi::tåiiÏi:ïili:l
Jeremy Jason Dewey..................... Arts Administration Kevin M. Wortley.......................... Arts Administration
Sara Kristin Linn .......................... Arts Administration Wendy Jean Zimmerman """" "" Arts Administration























Judy A. Juarez Crockett
Emily Mae Crom
Bart Dekeyser
Jessica Dianne Patterson McCormack ........... Voice
Performance
IN EowtN L. Cox Scnoor oF BusINEss



























Degree of Møster of Science in Environrnentøl Engineeri,ng
Randolph L. Bowers .......... Enironmental Engineering
Degree of Møster of Science in Mechønicøl Engineering
Daniel Albert Murray ........... Mechanical Engineering
IN D¡ou¡N Cor,Lscs oF HuMANTTTES AND ScreNcss
Degree of Bøchelor of Arts















Steven Jermaine Austin, Sr.
Jason Scott Moore ..............
Lawanda Themetta Penland
Atif 8eg.............
Natalie "Elizabeth Biddinger ......::: : :.:::. : : :
Jessica Griswold Brice ...........................
Taylor Ladd Burch .................
James Ross Buttermore
Whitney J. Cavender........
Jennifer Sevier Fâvrot .............................
Nicole Denise Foster ................




Brandon Evans Everett James ..........
Rosalynn Ly .............................















IN Sctloor- oF ENGTNEERTNG
Degree of Møster of Science
.. Software Engineering Christopher Scott Rex....




Nathaniel Sam Mattison Political Science
Mary Virginia McCorkle ........ Latin American Studies
Beulah Nicole McDonald ..... English
Casey Gail Mellody .............. English
with Creative Writing Specialization, Religion
Deborah Jean Meyers Political Science
John David Milks ............................... Political Science
William Nelson Minor ................................ Psychology
Sibusisiwe Thandiwe Mlambo .......... Political Science
Enrique Morales, Jr. .................... International Studies
Laura Louise Muñi2.................
Johnny Nguyen .........................:..:::.
Cherise Ann Nichols ........................
Alexandra M. Noya
Markus Alexander Pineyro Hock ....
Robin Jean Preston ..........................
Nika Radfar
Tracy M. Rankin .............. Foreign Languages-Spanish
Margeaux Lynne Reeves.............. Psychology, Spanish
Morgan Vaden Richey........................ Political Science
Kristina Hom Ritchey........,............... Political Science
Andrew Paul Rodrigue2.............................. Psychology
Gina Thomai Roidopoulos Political Science
Betsy Dalton Roth ...................................... Psychology
Ryan P Saunders ...,.................................... Psychology
Chelsea C. Silmon ............... Mathematics
Elizabeth Suzanne Tanner .......................... Psychology




















with Creative Writing Specialization
Mohammad Hanif Amin Jhaveri .............. International
Studies, Economics, Public Policy
Krystal Jones Sociology
Marina Juko .... Inter.rational Studies
John Michael Koval, III .. Economics
Mary Kathryn Kreischer........... Sociology
A. Luis Lama







Lauren Anne Tomlin .............
Sara Raquel Trevino . ..........
Stephen H. VanderPool .........




Woodson Cary Whitehead Economics
Jennifer Leigh Whittington ......... Economics, Spanish









Degree of Bøchelor of Science
...... Economics MaryVirginiaMcCorkle............. Economics
with Finance APPIications




Amna AbdulMajid Morani Economics
with Finance APPlications
Kantha R. Motamarry Biological Sciences






Sushmita Shruit Gopal .................. Biological Sciences Alejandro M. Perez..... .
Aaron John Hansen............... Economics . Justin David Scroggs .....
with Finance Applications John Ralph Stump ".....
Toby Huskinson ........... Mathematics
Degree of Bøchelor of Sociøl Sciønces
Andrew Brock Gautreaux Social Sciences Christopher A. Wawroski ......'.
IN Mn¡¡ows ScHooL oF THE ARTS
Degree of Bøchelor of Arts
Adam P CrowleY
Ram L. Daswani







Nadiyah Huriyyah Asadi Art History
Emily Rebecca Babb .................. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Charles Richard 81ack ............................... Advertising
Ashley Nicole Byrne ................ Advertising
Kelly Lane Cantrell...................................... Journalism
Whitney Jo Cavender....... Advertising
Dianna Jo Dealy................. Advertising
Mary Elizabeth Elliott .................... Cinema-Television
Laura Lee Faulkner............ Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Crystal Linh Hoang ..................................... Journalism
Richard Seel Holson IV ... Journalism
Ted Anthony Jakus ....................................... Journalism
HenaMheraialiJumabhagat....... Advertising
Jennifer L. Korth......................................... Art History
Augusto Luis Lama .......... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Meledith Elaine Lindsey ............. Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Jennifer Lori Lopez ................ Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Julia Heath Anderson ...........






Janellica Villareal Lucio........................... Advertising
James Wayne Marshall ..... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Ashley Beth Merren............... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Abby Margalet Miller................................. Art History
Tyler Drane Parr.................... Advertising
Preston Matthew Phillips........................... Advertising
Allison Anne Piro .................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Melanie Anne Rogers ............... Advertising
Robert Thomas Cimaglia Sanders .... Electronic Media
Kelly Anne Shiner................ Adveltising
Stephanie Ann Swiggart ......... Music
Laura Frances Van Devender..................... Advertising
Jennifer Velasquez ........................ Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs
Cecile Honoré Villere ................................. Art History
Katharine Leah Wilson .............................. Advertising
JustinKeithWilliams................... Corporate
Communications & Public Affairs










IN EowrN L. Cox ScHoor or BusrNsss
Degree of Bøchelor of Bøsiness Ad.rninist¡,øtion
shivam Aggarwak ............................................. Finance Adam Joseph LeBlanc Real Estate Finance
Hasan Ahmed ........ Management Information Systems Aonghais Innes Dugald Edmund Macdonald ..... Finance
Clark Harrison Bacon ................ Business James Wayne Marshall ....... Business
Candace Y. Baker ................. Business Dwight Nickell Mathis ............... Business
Cynthia Lee Bent ........................................ Accounting Demetrius John Menge ....... .. Finance
Erol Buyuk ...... Financial Consulting Lauren Christina MuÀsallem ........ Real Estate Finance
Kit Carson 
. Finance Sam Spencer O,Malley ................................. Marketing
Kathleen Theresa Dennehy Taylor ............ Accounting Eric Dwight Overton ........................................ Financé
Kyle Jennings Dixon ........................................ Finance Andrea Michele pambechy............................... Finance
Lewis Eze Ekiye ................. Accounting Robert W. euach ................ ... Finance
sunaina Ganesh. .................... Finance Matthew Timothy Samler ..... Finance
Joseph Hollis Godwin.............. Business Jose Gerardo santos, Jr ........ Finance
Leon Vincent Green .................................... Accounting Clinton Scott Accounting
William Mead Hardwick ...... Finance Sonam Sherpa Accountin!
Julian Harris ..........................Finance Evan Matthew Sloan................... Financial Consultin!
Ari Hofman Business Meggan Lee Stall .......................................... Mar.ketin!
Stephanie Michelle Holland ......................... Marketing Huã lao Managemenr Information Sciencõ
Teìsha Vonique Hood.................................... Marketing Joseph Mark Timineli ......-...................... Management
John Stephen Hudacek, Jr. .......................... Accounting Stephen patrick Tokoly .................... Business
Alan Albert Ives Financial Consulting Zachary B. Turner ......................................... Marketing
Melissa Marie Jennings ................ Business Benson Varglese 
.......... Managemenì
Katherine Lynn Jensen 
..... Marketing Janelle Suzãnne Veno ................................... Maiketing
Mohammad Hanif Jhaveri .. Business Shaun Viernow ...................... Financé
William Joseph Johnson ............................... Marketing Christopher James Vinson ............ Real Estate Finance
Marina Juko .......................... Finance Jeremy Scott We1ls............................................ Finance
Jennifer Keen ........................ Finance Woodion Cary Whitehead ..........................Accounting
Angelica Borisovna Killion ........................ Accounting Robert Len Williams ......................................... Financé
Matthew Paul Kozar ............. Finance Stephen Frank Zummo ..................................... Finance
I¡¡ Scnoor oF ENGTNEERTNG
Degree of Bøchelor of Science
Andrew Karl conway ................ Management Science Toby Huskinson .. computer Science
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Cornltater Engineering
Hailang Manh vu computer Engineering Ashley Rohan Koshy ............... computer Engineering
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Electricøl Engineering
Ryan James Draughon .............. Electrical Engineering Timothy Van Buren Richmoncl Ë;Ë*::.;
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Environrnentøl Engineorinø
racob Nathaniel sutherlun 
"ïüåäjì:i
Degree of Bøchelor of Science in Mechønicøl Engineering
Abey Varghese Abraham ...... Mechanical Engineering John Davis Holman............... Mechanical Engineering
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CARILLON CONCERT
Trv¡,r-w-T HIRrv O'ct-t-rc t<
Lorn L. FIoward, Professor Etneritøs of Electrical Engineering
Fondren Science Tower
DIPLOMA PRESENTATION CEREMONIES




North Classroom, Law Library
Mathematics, Statistical Sciences, Physics 
- 




Ballroom, Hughes-Trigg Student Center
Economics 
- 
Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
History, Ethnic Studies-Front Steps of Dallas Hall
(in case of rain, Theater, Hughes-Trigg Student Center)









Theater, Hughes-Trigg Student Center
English 
- 
Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Foreign Languages 
- 
Ballroom, Hughes-Trigg Student Center
Philosoph¡ Religious Studies 
- 









Reception in Rottm.d.ø of Dølløs Høll for Ded.møn College grøduøtes ønd. their fømilies tvill
fo I I ou, e ø c h d.i p I o m ø p r e s e nt ñ.ti o n c e r e rn 0 ny.
DIVISION OF EDUCATION AND LIFE LONG LEARNING
Twslvs-THTRTY O'crocr
8.H., B.S.S., M.L.A., Bilingual, M.E. 
- 
Greer Garson Theatre





Reception follows imøediøtely in the foyer 0n the seclnd. fl00r.
EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Two O'crocr
Moody Coliseum
Reception follows irømediøtely in the coartyørd. of the cox school of Bøsiness.
PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Two O'crocr
Highland Park United Methodist Church
Reception follows immed.iøtøly in front of perhins Chøpet.
DEDMÄN SCHOOL OF I.tW HOODING CEREMONT
Srx-THrnry O'clocr
Law School Quadrangle
(in case of rain, Moody Coliseum)
MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Srx-Tnrnry O'crocr
In front of Owen Arts Center
(in case of rain, McFarlin Memorial Auditorium)






Gerald ]. Ford, Chair Thomas J. Engibous H. Ross Perot, |r.
Lester M. Alberthal, fr. Alan D. Feld Sherrill I. Pettus
Ruth Altshuler Milledge A. Hart III Caren H. Prothro
Michael M. Boone W. R. Howell Carl Sewell
Richard H. Brown Ward. L. Hueg Jr. Bishop Ann B. Sherer
Laura W. Bush Lamar llunt Don Snell*
The Rev. Kirbyjon Caldwell Ray L. Hunt Helmut Sohmen
Donald J. Carq Robert A. Leach john C. Tolleson
Dan W. Cook III Paul B. Loyd, /r. R. Gerald Turner*
Jeanne Tower Cox Thalia Matherson Richard Ware
The Rev. W. Mark Craig Mark A. Nerio Sue T. Whitfield
Linda Pitts Custard Bishop Alfred L. Norris Norman Wick*
Frank M. Dunlevy Bishop William B. Oden Richard l. Wood
luan L. EIek Meredith Price*
CORPORATE OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
R. Gerald Turner, President
Ross C Murfin, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Thomas E. Barr¡ Vice President for Executive Affairs
S. Leon Bennett, General Counsel, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government
Relations, and Secretary
|ames E. Caswell, Vice President for Student Affairs
Morgan R. Olsen, Vice President for Business and Finance
/eanne P. Whitman, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
























































































The university's ceremonial banners were designed by Robert B. chambers, associate professor
emøritøs of theatre, Meadows school of the Arts, and fabricated by Mamie chambers. Thebanners bear heraldic designs with the color oftrim identifting each school and group usheredthis morning.
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleamingl
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streamingl
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the bravel
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence rePoses,
What is that which the breeze , o'er the towering steep,
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now disclosesf
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam,
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream:
'Tis the star-spangled banner! Oh long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion
A home and a country should leave us no morel
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution.
No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror offlight, or the gloom ofthe grave:
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation!
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation
Then conquer we must) for our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: "In God is our trllst."
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave
O'er the lancl of the free and the home of the brave!
MAY 2OO4 HONORS CANDIDÄIE,S
IN DEITr¡¡N COLTECE OT'HUIr¡¡NITIES AND SCIBNCNS

























































































































Richard J. Ferry James Blake Norvell
Cristina Leigh Foster Erica Kristine Oehlerking
Blake P Haws Brandon Clay Reirner
Sarah Jacqueline A. Jeffray Michael Joseph Shearn II
Mireya Jorba Aliacar Anand Sitalam
Sarah Dullea Lyman Huong Thanh Truong
Møgnø Cøtn Løød.e
Ashleigh Kathleen Graham Patrick Lee McBride
Amanda Erin Henkes Michael Hooman Moghimi
An Binh Trong Ho Alicia Ellen Moss
Cwtn. Løwtle
Lindsay Elizabeth Goodner Rebecca Jo Oppedal
Tanny Ursula Graham Ashley Beth Olmand
Matthew Alexander Guthrie Douglas Collier Phillips
Ashley Marie Hamilton Lilin Phng
Willianl Michael Harber, Jr. Jennifèr Kimberly Pray
Alicia Nicole Harden Maham Rahimi
Natalie Lily Hawwa Carah Dawn Ronan
Travis Daniel Hill Kimbelly Lensey Sellers
Lindsay Alison Kiernan Sally Ann Sharp
Katherine Constantine Susan Ashley Sides
Nicholson Analise Spalten
Eric Chlistian Olsen Melinda Standfield
Honors in the Liberøl Arts
With D e p ør t',,n e ntø. I Distin c ti on
ANIHRoporocy
Adele Leigh Caruth Lauren Autumn Evans
EcoNolucs
Lauren Jayne Anderson Destiny Michelle Duron
ENcrrsll










Susannah Balentine Chester Gabrielle DéAnne Rh'enea Jennifer Kirnberly Play
Loveless
Psvcuorocv
Christophel John Bhatti Tzu-Jung Hsu Christina Reddy Leone
Theodore N. Elliott Andrea Renè Jain Sara Elizabeth Lowery
lN MsaDows Scnoor oF THE ARTS
Katherine Lee Merriam. Standard Bearer
Swwntt.ø Curn Løwd.e
































































Amanda Rae Dunbar Kasha Cerise Liggett
Brian David Frederick Meredith Louise Mathews
Sarah Elizabeth Fullen Courtney Frances Mayon
Meghan Elizabeth Grebing Lindsay Beth Nieves
Honors i.n tbe Liberøl Arts
Brian David Fretlerick Virginia Erin Kull
Virginia Claire Fry Jordan Rebecca Marshall
Suzanne Rene Gerard Bridget Marie McGowan
Erika Diane Johnson Bethany Christina Padnuk
With D ep ør t',rl e ntø. I Distin cti o n
Anr Hrsronv
Suzanne Rene Gerard Meghan Elizabeth Grebing Bennett Wiley Hartsel*
Conponarp Co¡,ruuNrcATroNS & Punuc Arparns
Amanda Claire Birdsong Michael Langley Dolff Chlistine Morgan Grayson Teisha-Vonique Shereece
Sruuro Arr
Sergio Pablo Cruz John Moncurc Henderson IV Flanklin Aylmer Stanley
*Degree awarded posthumously
IN ErwrN L. Cox Scnool op BusrNsss
Mark Adam Coultas and Christine Marie Zihala, Standard Bearers
Greg Allan Boggus and Dustin Taylor Odham, Outstanding BBA Seniors
Sønomø Curn Løød.e
Laura Lane Hays Ashley Victoria McKeand












































































































Benjamin Qui Phu Luong
Honors in the Liberøl Arts
Laura Lane Hays Joyann Marie King
Katherine McKenzie Lisa Ann KoettelJohnson Sheela Lakhani
Daniel Jeffrey Kimes Erica Kristine Oehlerking
IN Scnoor oF ENGTNEERTNG
Liana Valentina Vettel, Standard Bearer
Surutnø Cum Løød.e
Brandon Clay Reimer Kevin Robert Schubert
Møgnø Cu.m Løød.e
Joseph James Mahoney Kathryn Elaine Moffett

























Jason Daniel Hale Diem T. Nguyen








Honors in. tlte Liberøl At,ts
Matthew Alexander Andrew Thomas RissingGutherie Kevin Robert Schubert
Abigail Marie Paulson Michael Joseph Shearn II
IN DEu¡¡¡N ScHooL oF LAw




Russell Jon Cr¿in Brandon Kyle Denbow






















































































Nicole J. E. Wesson
Price W. Wilson
IN Ppnr<rNs Scuool oF THEoLocY
Doug John Fox, Standard Bearer
December 2003
Surwruø Cwwt. Løu.d.e

























Each school b¿rnner is carried in the procession by an honors candidate in the May 2003 class.
lnclusion in the honors progrâm does not constitute evidence ofcompletion ofhonors requirements.
